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Abstract 
Hybrid timber-concrete (HTC) floor systems have gained wide acceptance within the structural 
engineering community as an alternative for reinforced concrete (RC) floor systems. They consist of 
a concrete layer and a timber layer acting predominantly in compression and tension, respectively. 
HTC floor systems are lightweight and with less embodied energy compared to RC floor systems. 
However, perfect composite action is difficult to achieve in HTC floor system resulting in part of the 
concrete layer acting in tension, thus reducing the material efficiency. 
In this thesis, an HTC floor system with a novel hollow core (called “HTCHC floor system” hereafter) 
is proposed. This novel floor system consists of a top concrete layer, bottom timber layer, and a fibre 
reinforced polymer (FRP)-timber hollow core sandwiched between them. Thickness of each layer is 
designed so that the bending neutral axis of the HTCHC floor panels is within the core, resulting in 
concrete and timber acting predominantly in compression and tension respectively. Use of the hollow 
core near the section neutral axis to replace the solid timber or concrete in the HTC section is the key 
innovation in this study, as it significantly reduces the self-weight and increases the efficiency in 
material utilization without sacrificing the structural performance. Two types of FRP-timber cores 
are designed and tested in this study: (a) a corrugated-shaped core, and (b) a waffle-shaped core. The 
fabrication method and flexural behaviour of the HTCHC floor panels with each type of core are 
presented and discussed. 
First a corrugated core system (called “HTCCC” hereafter) was proposed. Utilising the corrugated 
core helps to reduce the concrete volume by at least 40% compared with a conventional HTC section 
with the same total height and timber thickness. Corrugated core also provides spacing for building 
services to be run through the floor. Two core configurations were developed: with core orientates 
parallel to the span for maximum one-way spanning capacity and with core orientation transverse to 
the span for generation of additional transverse spanning capacity without compromising the 
longitudinal span capacity. In total, eight HTCCC floor panels were prepared and tested, with the 
flexural capacities and critical failure modes analysed for each. Effects of different core geometries, 
shear force transfer methods, and manifested composite action were also closely studied. 
Longitudinal specimens achieved the best composite action and correspondingly the highest panel 
performance, with a 73% ultimate moment carrying capacity and an 85% stiffness efficiency at 
serviceability limit state (SLS), compared to an idealised HTC section with full composite action. In 
the transverse pattern specimens, shear bolt reinforcement was found to be essential for maintaining 
the high panel performance. It was also shown that with adequate enhancement of interfacial shear 
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transfer and proper geometry, transverse patterned panels could closely match the one-way spanning 
capacity of the longitudinal core HTCCC panels. 
Based on the findings of the HTCCC floor panels, a new waffle core system (called “HTCWC” 
hereafter) consisting of a rectangular shape core with waffle-grids was designed. This core design 
allowed a uniform concrete layer, which can eliminate the undesirable stress concentrations within 
concrete which were observed in the HTCCC panels, and reduced concrete volume by 67% compared 
with a conventional HTC section. Employing digital fabrication techniques and computer-numerical-
controlled (CNC) machines, integral connections were used in this prototype for interlayer shear 
transfer. The highly accurate and efficient manufacture process gave excellent quality control of the 
integral connectors, which simplified the manufacturing process, and improved the composite action 
and the structural performance of the system. Four specimens consisting of two different types of 
interfacial connections were fabricated and tested under four-point bending. Test results showed that 
the HTCWC floor system achieved better interlayer behaviour and significantly higher load capacity 
than the HTCCC system. They had 80-86% ultimate moment capacity and 90-93% stiffness 
efficiency at SLS, compared to an idealised HTC section. They also had a 44% higher weight-specific 
load capacity than equivalent RC floor system, and 11%-29% higher capacity than the HTC floors. 
Finally, a simple numerical model capable of considering the slip between concrete and timber layers 
was proposed to predict the behaviour of HTCWC floor panels. In this model, a new two-layer 
element was proposed, with the concrete and tensile timber parts modelled as the two sublayers, and 
the core was modelled using interlayer springs. A stiffness matrix was proposed for this new element, 
and then nonlinearities of the core and sublayer materials were introduced by explicitly updating the 
stiffness matrix at each step. Results showed that this model provides very similar prediction as the 
finite element software ABAQUS for elastic composite beams while using only about 10% of the 
elements. It also showed an accurate prediction of the HTCWC specimens regarding the overall 
stiffness at the linear range, the nonlinear response, and the ultimate capacity. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In traditional reinforced concrete (RC) floor panels, concrete acts as the main compression element, 
while steel reinforcement acts as the tensile element. Concrete below the neutral axis does not 
significantly contribute to load resistance due to low tensile capacity but acts in holding the steel 
reinforcement in position and provides a layer of protection for steel in aggressive environments. This 
part of concrete does however contribute to the self-weight of the slab and dead load acting on the 
entire structure. Furthermore, productions of steel and concrete are high carbon intensive, thus use of 
high volumes of steel and concrete increases the carbon footprint of the floor panels. Efforts in 
reducing the tensile concrete volume, self-weight and carbon intensity of RC panels have led to the 
creation of composite slab systems such as hybrid steel-concrete (HSC) slab and hybrid timber-
concrete (HTC) slabs. In such systems, concrete is intended to act predominantly in compression 
while steel or timber acts pre-dominantly in tension. However, the ability of each constituent to 
perform as intended depends largely on the level of composite action achieved between the 
constituents. The steel or timber used in hybrid floor panels can also be used as stay-in-place 
formwork for concrete casting, eliminating the additional work and cost associated with formwork in 
RC floor slabs. 
In a typical HSC slab, the concrete slab is cast on the steel deck sitting on top of the steel beam. Shear 
force between the concrete and steel beam is transferred by the shear studs welded to the top of steel 
beam and embedded in the concrete, as shown in Figure 1.1. Welding provides a reliable connection 
for shear studs to the steel beam, so the composite action in the HSC system usually depends on the 
stiffness and quantity of the shear studs; when adequate shear connectors are provided, full composite 
action can be achieved. HSC slabs generally provide a better load-to-weight ratio than conventional 
RC slabs, however, due to the use of steel, they still process a high embodied energy. 
In a typical HTC slab, steel is replaced with timber as the main tensile element, thus reducing the 
total embodied energy. In HTC slabs, different types of shear connectors have been explored to 
transfer the interlayer shear forces between the concrete and timber. There are two typical types of 
HTC floor panels as shown in Figure 1.2: (a) T-beam type and (b) slab type. In T-beam type, a deep 
timber beam is typically used and is well suited for the applications with higher stiffness 
requirements. In slab type specimens, the timber layer is usually composed of a relatively thin timber 
board joined with wood logs horizontally connected, which results in a shallower overall dimension 
compared to T-beam type HTC panels (Clouston, Bathon, & Schreyer, 2005). The low density of 
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timber further reduces the self-weight of the panels compared with the HSC system. However, due to 
the low elastic modulus of the timber compared with concrete, the timber layer needs to be 
significantly thicker than the concrete layer, to ensure neutral axis of the panel is within the timber 
layer or close to the interface. This results in relatively large overall thickness of the floor slabs, and 
reduced efficiency in timber material utilization. Furthermore, existing literature demonstrated that 
an efficient interlayer connection is difficult to obtain, which results in reduced composite action. As 
a result of the partial composite action, part of concrete acts in tension, thus further reducing the 
efficiency of HTC floor panels. 
1.2 Objective and scope 
Typical HTC panels contain a significant volume of concrete with a minimal contribution to structure 
performance. In addition, thicker timber layer reduces the efficiency of material utilization. There is 
therefore potential to further reduce the tensile concrete volume as well as to increase the efficiency 
of timber usage. Such increase in efficiency of material utilization will lead to floor panels with higher 
load-to-weight ratio and lower embedded energy, increasing the competitiveness of HTC floor panels 
against other types of floor panels such as RC or HSC slabs. 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a new hybrid timber-concrete floor panel system with a hollow 
core (called “HTCHC” hereafter), which can realise a high strength-to-weight ratio and a reduced 
volume of concrete than the existing HTC floor systems. The proposed HTCHC system is composed 
of a top concrete layer, a bottom timber layer, and a novel FRP-timber hollow core layer. The system 
design places the neutral axis within the core layer, concrete and timber layers act predominantly 
under compression and tension, respectively. 
Specific objectives of the thesis are to: 
(a) Experimentally investigate the behaviour of HTCHC floor panels with different core systems, 
validating the design conception and comprising the effects of different design parameters. 
(b) Design the optimal core geometry for HTCHC floor systems, with a maximised material 
efficiency and load-to-weight ratio. 
(c) Develop a numerical model which is capable of considering the interlayer slip, material 
nonlinearity and with low computational demanding for predicting the flexural behaviour of 
HTCHC floor systems. 
The content of each chapter of this thesis is summarised below: 
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An in-depth literature review of the topics in this project is presented in Chapter 2, covering the 
relevant topics such as the mechanical behaviour and design method of existing HTC panels, 
fabrication method of hollow core panels, and application of digital fabrication method on civil 
engineering. The literature review on HTC structures revealed that current design methods fail to 
consider nonlinear material behaviour of concrete, and that an effective yet easy-to-manufacture shear 
connection system is yet to be developed for the HTC system. The literature review on the application 
of digital fabrication methods on timber buildings also showed that combining digital fabrication and 
integral connection techniques can provide an easy and accurate way for manufacture of timber 
structures. 
Chapter 3 presents the design and fabrication of hybrid timber-concrete panel specimens with a 
corrugated core (HTCCC) and experimental testing of those panels. Introducing the corrugated core 
reduces the concrete volume by at least 40% compared with the conventional HTC section. Two 
different types of core orientations with different core geometries and shear force transfer 
mechanisms were developed, along with an efficient and economical fabrication method combining 
compression moulding and adhesive bonding. Amongst the two core orientations, first was a 
longitudinal core system to achieve the best performance for a one-way slab system, second was a 
transverse core geometry to introduce additional transverse load carrying capacity without 
compromising the longitudinal span performance. Results showed that the longitudinal core system 
had the highest strength-to-weight ratio among the tested specimens, while with adequate interfacial 
shear transfer, transverse core specimens can also closely match the one-way spanning capacity of 
longitudinal core specimens. 
Based on the results of the HTCCC specimens, an HTCHC system with a waffle-shaped core 
(HTCWC) was proposed in Chapter 4. This new design further reduced the concrete volume and 
eliminated the undesired premature concrete cracking observed in HTCCC specimens. It also 
introduces a digital design and fabrication method for inclusion of integral connections for interlayer 
shear force transfer between the core and face layers. Two types of shear transfer mechanisms have 
been developed for the HTCWC specimens. This new design was proven to be with very high quality 
and consistency, test results showed that the HTCWC specimens had significantly higher load-
carrying capacity than the HTCCC panels and better strength-to-weight ratio than the equivalent RC 
and HTC panels. 
Chapter 5 presents a numerical method for predicting the flexural behaviour of HTCWC panels. This 
model employs a new two-layer composite element to simulate the concrete and timber layers as two 
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sublayers and the core part as interlayer springs. Material nonlinearity was considered in this model 
by explicitly updating the material properties and spring stiffness at each load step. The accuracy of 
the proposed model was validated first using commercial finite element software ABAQUS, then 
using the experimental results of the HTCWC specimens in Chapter 4 of this study. 
In Chapter 6, the conclusions of the experimental study on both core types and numerical study of the 
HTCHC system are summarised. Recommendations for future research on this topic are also 
presented. 
References 
Clouston, P., Bathon, L. A., & Schreyer, A. (2005). Shear and bending performance of a novel wood-
concrete composite system. Journal of Structural Engineering, 131(9), 1404-1412. 
doi:https://doi.org/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9445(2005)131:9(1404) 
McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Engineering. (2002). Composit beam. Retrieved from 
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Figure 1.1 A typical HSC slab, image was reproduced from McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of 
Engineering (2002). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Two types of HTC floor panels: (a) T-beam type and (b) slab type. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this thesis is to develop a new HTCHC panel system, which can realise a high strength-
to-weight ratio and with a reduced volume of concrete than the existing HTC floor systems. Before 
developing the new system, it is important to develop a sound understanding of the existing relevant 
research, specifically on (a) mechanical behaviour and design of existing HTC floor systems, (b) 
fabrication methods of hollow core panels and (c) application of digital fabrication techniques in civil 
engineering. A critical literature review on the above topics is presented below. 
2.2 Hybrid timber-concrete (HTC) composite structures 
HTC panels are flexural members consisting of a timber layer acting as tensile reinforcement, a 
concrete layer acting as the compressive element and shear connector in-between to transfer the force 
between the layers. Timber is a sustainable construction material, and so achieving higher 
sustainability targets has been a key driver in promoting HTC floor panels amongst construction 
engineers during the last few decades (Persaud & Symons, 2006; Yeoh, Fragiacomo, De Franceschi, 
& Heng Boon, 2011). HTC deck panels applications have been seen in new buildings, highway 
bridges, and refurbishment of old timber floors (Ceccotti, 2002, 2003; Giuriani & Frangipane, 1993). 
HTC systems have demonstrated benefits relative to both RC and pure timber systems. The lower 
density of timber compared to concrete and steel allows HTC panels to typically be lighter compared 
to RC floor panels. Compared with pure timber floor, HTC panels were found to have a higher load 
carrying capacity and out-of-plane rigidity (Ceccotti, 1995), and with improved acoustic isolation, 
thermal insulation and dynamic response (Frangi & Fontana, 2003; Santos Pedro Gil Girão et al., 
2015; Skinner et al., 2014). Figure 2.1 shows the self-weight and acoustic insulation levels of different 
types of floor systems with a given service load. It is clear that the HTC system has a considerably 
higher strength-to-weight ratio than the RC system and better acoustic isolation than the pure timber 
floor. 
2.2.1 Interfacial behaviour 
In HTC panels, a strong interfacial connection is essential for achieving composite action between 
the layers, thus maximising the flexural capacity of the HTC specimens. When an HTC beam is under 
a sagging bending moment, the concrete layer is predominantly subjected to compression, while the 
timber layer is predominantly subjected to tension. A typical strain field of an HTC panel is shown 
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in Figure 2.2. The total bending moment in the section can be sub-divided into three components, 
those are bending moment in the two sub-components, and moment caused by the normal force 
couple in the two sublayers, as described in: 
 1 2M M M Nr= + +   (2.1) 
The existence of shear connectors makes it possible to transfer the shear force between the concrete 
and timber layers, and the shear force transferred is equal to the resultant normal force acting on each 
sub-component. When no interlayer shear key is used between the concrete and timber layers, the 
two layers behave as two independent beam elements, and no shear force is transferred. If rigid shear 
keys are installed, all the shear force can be transferred between the layers and negligible deformation 
is caused in the shear keys, then full composite action between the layers is achieved. In this case, 
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, which assumes plane section remaining plane can be used to determine 
the flexural performances (Goodno & Gere, 2018). However, if semi-rigid connection is used, the 
deformation within the shear connectors is non-negligible, strain is not continuous across the 
interfaces, and Bernoulli’s assumption is no longer valid for the composite section.  
In existing HTC systems, full composite action was found to be difficult to achieve, thus when 
calculating the flexural capacity of HTC beams, the interfacial slip between concrete and timber must 
be considered (Yeoh et al., 2011). A widely-accepted analytical theory for the HTC system was 
presented by Newmark, Siess, and Viest (1951). In this model, the two sub-components are assumed 
as two Bernoulli beams with the same vertical deformation, and the moment of the section is 
calculated using Equation (2.2), where the interlayer shear slip is determined using Equation (2.3). 
 ( )
2
1 2 1 1 2 22
d yM M M Nr E I E I Nr
dx
= + + = − + +   (2.2) 
 1 21, 2, 1 2 1 22 2bottom top
h hs u u u u u u rφ φ φ   = − = + − − = − +   
   
  (2.3) 
The strain difference at the interface as a function of normal forces and bending moment in each 
component is given by: 
 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 22 2
slip
M h M hds N N
dx E A E I E A E I
ε
   
= = − + − −   
   
  (2.4) 
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Assuming linear traction-separation behaviour at the interface, the longitudinal shear force per unit 
length is given by: 
 dN q ks
dx
= − = −   (2.5) 
A fourth-order differential equation for the behaviour of the beam was obtained based on Equations 
(2.2)-(2.5), as: 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
4 2 2
0 0 04 2 2
1 0comp
comp comp comp
k EId y d y d M k M
dx dx dxEI EI EA EI
∞⋅
− + − =
⋅
  (2.6) 
In the equations above, subscripts 1 and 2 represent concrete and timber layers, respectively; s is the 
relative slip between the two layers at the interface; k is the shear modulus of the interface (unit: 
N/mm2); N is the internal normal force in each component; ui is the deformation at the section centre 
of each component along the x-axis; 𝜙𝜙 is the section rotation; r is the distance between the central 
line of the two components; q is the unit length interfacial shear force; hi, Ai, Ii, and Ei are the height, 
sectional area, second moment of area, and elastic modulus of each component, respectively; (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0  is the bending stiffness of a two-layer beam with no shear connection; (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐∞  is the 
bending stiffness of a composite beam with full composite action. With (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 = ∑𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 , and (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐∞ = (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 + ∏𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴∑𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 𝑟𝑟2. 
Analytical solutions have been developed by several researchers (Heimeshoff, 1991; Natterer & 
Hoeft, 1987; Persaud & Symons, 2006) for Equation (2.6), with simply supported boundary condition 
and different loading conditions. However, because of the bending moment M in the equation, 
Equation (2.6) is not easy to use in practical applications when the structure is statically indeterminate 
(Faella, Martinelli, & Nigro, 2002), and the nonlinearity of the connections cannot be considered. 
2.2.2 Interfacial connection systems 
Different methods have been used in the existing studies on HTC floor panels to provide composite 
action between the concrete and timber layers. These include metal dowels (Ahmadi & Saka, 1993; 
Küng, 1987; Linden, 1999; Richart & Williams, 1943; Sipari, 1985), notches in timber (Boccadoro 
& Frangi, 2014; Gutkowski, Brown, Shigidi, & Natterer, 2008), and notches or grooves in timber 
with metal connectors (Clouston, Bathon, & Schreyer, 2005; Deam, Fragiacomo, & Buchanan, 2007; 
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Kuhlmann & Aldi, 2008; Lukaszewska, Johnsson, & Fragiacomo, 2008; Miotto & Dias, 2008; Otero-
Chans, Estévez-Cimadevila, Suárez-Riestra, & Martín-Gutiérrez, 2018). 
HTC systems used dowel-type connectors such as nails, spikes, and screws originally designed for 
timber structures (Ahmadi & Saka, 1993; Richart & Williams, 1943; Seiler, 1933). Connectors are 
typically driven halfway into the timber layer and then concrete is cast over the top, so the heads of 
the connectors are embedded in the concrete. This type of connectors is easy to install, and 
experimental results showed that significant increases in both the flexural stiffness (136%-388%) and 
ultimate strength (82%-91%) have been observed in the HTC specimens as a result of the inclusion 
of dowel shear connectors (Ahmadi & Saka, 1993). These studies demonstrated the importance of 
using shear connectors in the HTC system. Studies also showed that the connector type, diameter and 
penetration depth into timber are the most important factors affecting the shear stiffness of the 
interface with dowel type connectors (Ahmadi & Saka, 1993; Dias, 2005; Gelfi & Giuriani, 1999). 
There are also several modified versions of the dowel connectors used in more recent HTC systems. 
For example, Sipari (1985) developed a new type of screws with two heads called SFS screws (Figure 
2.3a). The head at the middle of the screw makes it easier to control the penetration depth during 
installation. Some studies also investigated the effect of inclined (60° or 45° to timber surface) or 
bent connectors on the interface shear behaviour (Djoubissie, Messan, Fournely, & Bouchaïr, 2018; 
Küng, 1987; Linden, 1999; Richart & Williams, 1943). Though these modifications increased the 
shear stiffness in the connection, limited by the low shear stiffness of the connectors, the HTC beams 
with different types of dowel connectors can only reach about 50% bending stiffness of the specimens 
with full composite action (Ceccotti, 2002). 
The low bending stiffness achieved by dowel connectors motivated more research on other types of 
shear connectors for HTC specimens. Notched connections as shown in Figure 2.3b are one of the 
connector types with the highest shear stiffness developed for the HTC system so far. In this system, 
notches with different shapes and depths are cut in the timber part, then the concrete is cast on top, or 
the steel fasteners are driven into the notches before the concrete casting. In these types of 
connections, compressive interlocking between concrete and the notch can help to transfer the 
interlayer shear force (Gutkowski, Natterer, Shigidi, & Brown, 2004; Natterer, Hamm, & Favre, 
1996). However, the notches in these connections need to be cut manually, which increases the 
manufacturing cost and time. Other than the mechanical connections, glued connections such as the 
steel mesh or steel bars glued in the grooved timber as shown in Figure 2.3c were also found to give 
high shear stiffness (Clouston et al., 2005; Kuhlmann & Aldi, 2008; Lukaszewska et al., 2008; Miotto 
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& Dias, 2008; Otero-Chans et al., 2018). However, grooves again need to be cut, plus the use of glue 
or epoxy resin requires higher quality control at the manufacturing stage, thus increasing the 
manufacturing efforts and costs. The moisture introduced by the concrete casting may also deteriorate 
the bond quality. 
To summarise, the dowel-type connections are easy to install and economical for the HTC system, 
but only very low shear stiffness can be realised; the notched and glued connections provide higher 
shear stiffness, but the fabrication process is more sophisticated which results in a higher cost. A 
better connection system which is economical and with high connection efficiency is needed for the 
HTC system. 
2.2.3 Design methods 
Based on the existing work on HTC floor panels, design models have been developed to determine 
the flexural capacity of HTC floor panels. The most widely used design methods: elastic method and 
elasto-plastic method, are presented in this section. 
2.2.3.1 Elastic method (Gamma-method) 
Amongst the existing methods for flexural capacity calculation of HTC floor panels, the 𝛾𝛾-method is 
a widely used design method for the HTC system. It is also recommended by Eurocode 5 (CEN, 
2004) and Australian & New Zealand design guide (Gerber, Crews, & Shrestha, 2012). This method 
was developed by Werner (1992), based on the model of Newmark et al. (1951) and Möhler (1956), 
and considers the material properties and interfacial shear behaviour to be linear-elastic when 
predicting the ultimate capacity. 
𝛾𝛾-method describes an HTC panel section as shown in Figure 2.4. The concrete layer of the HTC 
panel is subjected to bending and axial compression, and the timber layer is subjected to bending and 
axial tension. Accordingly, normal stress in each layer results from two parts: (a) 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 from axial load 
and (b) 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖 from bending. 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 and 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖 are calculated using Equations (2.7) and (2.8) respectively. 
The ultimate state of the HTC beam is then determined by the timber failure subjected to combined 
tension and bending according to Equation (2.9). 
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The location of the neutral axis in the section can be determined considering the force equilibrium of 
the section, which results in: 
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  (2.10) 
Effective bending stiffness (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and shear connector reduction 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 parameters are used in 𝛾𝛾-method 
to consider the shear stiffness of the connectors, as described in Equations (2.11)-(2.13). This method 
can also be applied to calculate the deflection at serviceability state using elastic bending theory, with (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 as the bending stiffness. 
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 2 1γ =   (2.13) 
In the above equations, M is the bending moment in the section; s is the space between two connectors 
along the span; subscripts 1 and 2 represent concrete and timber layers, respectively; 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 is the shear 
connector reduction factor; L is the span for simply supported beams, ai is the distance from the 
centroid of each component to the overall neutral axis; 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖, Ii and Ai are the modulus of elasticity, 
second moment of area and sectional area of the sublayers; and K is the shear stiffness of the connector 
in each section. K can be obtained by pull-out tests (EN 26891, 1991): for serviceability limit state 
calculation, Kser is used, and for ultimate limit state design calculation, Ku=2/3Kser is used). 
For design purpose, 𝛾𝛾-method provides a simple way to predict the load capacity of HTC beams. 
However, the concrete and interlayer connectors are considered to be linear-elastic, while in real 
practice, some HTC flexural members are highly nonlinear, for example when the shear connectors 
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reach the plastic region or the concrete has significant cracks (Frangi & Fontana, 2003; Gutkowski et 
al., 2008; Zhang & Gauvreau, 2015). Another study by Frangi (2001) also showed that the large 
coefficient of variations in the elastic modulus of timber has a significant influence on the structural 
behaviour of the HTC structures, which cannot be considered in the 𝛾𝛾-method. All these factors limit 
the application of 𝛾𝛾-method on HTC specimens with potential nonlinearity. 
2.2.3.2 Elasto-plastic method 
An elasto-plastic method for ultimate limit state design was developed by Frangi and Fontana (2003) 
to consider connection nonlinearity. The behaviour of the shear connectors was assumed as rigid-
perfect plastic, but concrete and timber are still assumed to be linear-elastic. The stress field assumed 
in this method is as shown in Figure 2.5. The normal stress in the timber is combined with the bending 
and axial tension, while in the concrete only compressive stress from axial loading is considered. 
The ultimate moment capacity of the HTC beam with semi-rigid shear connection is calculated by: 
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  (2.14) 
In Equation (2.14), x is the depth of the compression zone in concrete, as calculated by: 
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The normal stresses from bending and axial tension in the timber layer are as calculated by Equations 
(2.16) and (2.17), respectively, and the normal stress at the top surface of the concrete layer is 
calculated by Equation (2.18). 
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In the above equations, m is the number of connectors between the support and the critical cross-
section; TR is the shear strength of each shear connector; bi and hi are the section width and depth of 
each sub-component, respectively; and n is the elastic modulus ratio between the concrete and timber 
layers, 𝑛𝑛 = 𝐸𝐸1/𝐸𝐸2. 
Compared with the 𝛾𝛾-method, the elasto-plastic method is more advanced regarding the ultimate load 
prediction as the shear connection behaviour assumed is closer to the real behaviour of the steel shear 
connectors, and the contribution of concrete tensile strength is eliminated. However, in this method, 
the concrete behaviour is still assumed to be linear elastic, which may considerably affect the capacity 
prediction of the HTC panels at ultimate state when there is high compressive strain in concrete. This 
method also cannot predict the deflection of the HTC members, which is very important for the 
serviceability limit state design. 
The above discussions demonstrate that both the existing design methods on HTC members assume 
linear elastic material behaviour in the concrete and timber layers, but that is not accurate for many 
ultimate limit state cases when the concrete layer is highly nonlinear. Though the elasto-plastic model 
considers the connectors to be perfectly plastic, it only predicts the ultimate load capacity, without a 
deflection prediction. More work is needed on developing a design method which is easy to use and 
capable of capturing the nonlinearity of both concrete and connections. 
2.3 Recent advances in composite structure manufacture and construction 
2.3.1 Sandwich panels 
As discussed in Section 2.2, it was seen that in most HTC panels, part of concrete near the bi-material 
interface acts in tension, and thus does not contribute towards the flexural capacity of the section 
(Persaud & Symons, 2006; Richart & Williams, 1943; Schanack, Ramos, Osman, & Oyarzún, 2015; 
Schanack, Ramos, Reyes, & Low, 2015). In addition, even when good composite action is achieved 
at the interface, the region close to the bi-material interface is typically subjected to low stresses, thus 
contributing little to flexural capacity (Kanócz & Bajzecerova, 2015; Kanócz, Bajzecerová, & Šteller, 
2013, 2014). 
Existing lightweight panel systems have attempted to achieve higher strength-to-weight ratio by 
replacing the region close to the neutral axis of the section with a lightweight core (Belouettar, 
Abbadi, Azari, Belouettar, & Freres, 2009). This forms a sandwich panel system, which typically 
consists of two thin and stiff outer panels, and a thick, lightweight and relatively flexible core between 
them, as shown in Figure 2.6 (Allen, 1969). In such sandwich systems, the skins act as primary tension 
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and compression elements, while the core provides shear strength and connectivity between the skins. 
Sandwich panels have been widely used in naval and aerospace industries, but application for civil 
infrastructures is relatively new (Mastali, Valente, Barros, & Goncalves, 2015). 
There are two widely used core systems in sandwich panel construction: solid core and cellular core 
as shown in Figure 2.6. Solid core are typically made of a lightweight porous material such as 
different types of foam, balsa wood or aerated concrete (Dey, Zani, Colombo, Di Prisco, & Mobasher, 
2015; Manalo, Aravinthan, Fam, & Benmokrane, 2016; Osei-Antwi, de Castro, Vassilopoulos, & 
Keller, 2013). In such core systems, as the core material is usually softer than the face, failure usually 
occurs due to core indentation, core shear failure or core-skin delamination (Fam & Sharaf, 2010; 
Steeves & Fleck, 2004). Cellular cores use a lightweight, shaped core to achieve high mechanical 
properties and shear stiffness, for example, corrugated, truss or honeycomb cores. Typically, 
sandwich systems with cellular cores were found to deliver a higher compression and shear capacity 
than the panels with foam core at an equivalent weight (Manalo et al., 2016). 
One of the biggest challenges of the cellular core systems such as truss or honeycomb is the difficulty 
in maintaining a good bond strength between core wall edges and the outer skins (Demelio, Genovese, 
& Pappalettere, 2001; Manalo et al., 2016). Core walls, which are typically thin-walled sections, 
provide relatively small bonding area to the skins, plus the abrupt geometry change may result in 
stress concentrations and delaminations within the core-skin bond interface. Compared to the 
honeycomb or truss cores, the bonding between corrugated-core and skins is easier to make, as there 
is a relatively large flat bonding surface for this sandwich type (Figure 2.6c). However, such 
corrugated-core systems can only provide unidirectional support for the skin while the honeycomb 
and truss cores can provide bi-directional support or punctual support (Pflug, Vangrimde, Verpoest, 
Bratfisch, & Vandepitte, 2003; Thomsen, 2009). 
2.3.2 Fabrication of FRP cellular sandwich panels 
Different materials such as aluminium alloys, mild steel, timber, and composite materials have been 
used for the cellular core construction (Allen, 1969; Petras & Sutcliffe, 1999), but the flexibility and 
superior mechanical properties of FRP material have made it the most common material choice 
(Manalo et al., 2016). Different methods have been used to manufacture the FRP cellular core 
components. These include: 
(a) Pultrusion. The pultrusion process for FRP section manufacturing is shown in Figure 2.7, 
which involves: (i) rolls of filament or fabric are put in the machine to start the process; (ii) 
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the fabric is threaded into the tension roller to spread apart; (iii) the fabric goes to the resin 
bath and soak in different types of resin; (iv) the product is exposed to the heated steel-forming 
die and the profile is hardened to the designed shape; (v) and the profile is pulled out by the 
pull machine and cut to the desired length by the cutting saw. It has been widely used in 
manufacturing of hollow sections (Figure 2.8a) and as the cellular core for sandwich systems 
(Figure 2.8b). 
(b) Compression moulding. In compression moulding, FRPs are compressed against a positive 
mould in the required shape, either using vacuum pressure or mechanical pressure with a 
negative mould. An example manufacturing of an FRP hat-section using compression 
moulding with two steel moulds is shown in Figure 2.9. The compression moulding is also 
widely used to fabricate components for FRP cellular core systems. 
For cellular sandwich panels, core sections are first manufactured with the above process, then the 
skins are attached to the core elements either by adhesive bonding (Figure 2.10a and b) or mechanical 
fasteners (Figure 2.10c and d). When proper adhesive bonding is provided, the bonded interface can 
be stronger than the components themselves (Satasivam, Bai, & Zhao, 2014; A. Zhou, Coleman, 
Temeles, Lesko, & Cousins, 2005). However, as adhesive bonding for the sandwich components is a 
labour intensive and time-consuming process, it is only suitable for small to medium-sized sandwich 
components for civil infrastructures (Manalo et al., 2016). Furthermore, the final bond strength 
significantly depends on the quality of the bonded joint, possible discontinuities within the bonded 
interfaces, or defects in FRP adherents could induce high interfacial stress within the bonded regions 
leading to debonding. Because of the limitations of the adhesive bonding, some studies have also 
focused on mechanical fastening methods to connect components in cellular core sandwich structures 
(Satasivam & Bai, 2014; A. Zhou et al., 2005). It was shown that bolted connections are more suitable 
for on-site assembling and they are easier for quality control, though bolt holes are prone to fail 
prematurely due to stress concentration (S. Zhou, Wang, Zhou, & Wu, 2013). 
2.3.3 Hybrid FRP-timber sections 
Wider application of FRP sandwich structure for infrastructure application is limited by the relatively 
high cost and embedded energy of producing the FRP materials. Recent research on hybrid FRP-
timber (HFT) sections (Fernando, Gattas, Teng, & Heitzmann, 2015) investigated a laminate with 
low manufacturing cost and environmental impact. In HFT sections, the timber layer is combined 
with a small amount of FRP fabrics to create a new high performance, lightweight, and economical 
profile. Both the fabrication method and the mechanical performance of the HFT sections have been 
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investigated. The benefits of the HFT section in manufacture and mechanical performance make it a 
promising alternative for the core in the cellular sandwich panels. 
2.3.3.1 Manufacture method of the HFT sections 
Compression moulding and folding techniques have been used to fabricate HFT thin-walled structural 
elements (Fernando, Teng, Gattas, & Heitzmann, 2017; Gattas, O'Dwyer, Heitzmann, Fernando, & 
Teng, 2018). Sections can be produced with a compression moulding method, similar to fabricating 
the pure FRP section in the sandwich structure. FRP fabric and timber veneer layers are stacked as 
designed on top of the positive mould, adhesive resin is applied between the layers, then a negative 
mould or sealed vacuum bag is applied on top of the stack, with extra load or vacuum pressure applied 
to achieve the designed section shape (Mainey, Gilbert, Fernando, & Bailleres, 2015; Min, Fernando, 
& Teng, 2016; Wen, Fernando, Gilbert, & Bailleres, 2019). In the compression moulded HFT 
sections, the veneer grain orientation is parallel to the longitudinal direction of the section, so it can 
be rolled along the grain direction. FRP fibre orientation is orthogonal to the veneer grain, to enhance 
the section strength in this direction. An example of the compression moulding method concept and 
two manufactured HFT section examples are as shown in Figure 2.11. 
In contrast, the folding method utilises thicker and non-foldable plywood segments connected with 
continuous GFRP fabric. Different sections can be fabricated by folding along the hinges in the GFRP 
sheet between the timber segments, as shown in Figure 2.12. Generalised geometric design methods 
have also been investigated to generate complex cross sectional profiles (Cui, Gfeller, Fernando, 
Heitzmann, & Gattas, 2018; Gattas et al., 2018). 
2.3.3.2 Mechanical behaviour of the HFT sections 
HFT laminate provides an efficient way to reinforce the weak axis of timber, which means the 
direction perpendicular to the grain is reinforced by the fibre in the FRP. Existing studies showed that 
mechanical properties of HFT laminates are much stronger than pure timber plates due to the 
inclusion of FRP layers (Mainey et al., 2015; Min et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2019). Studies have also 
shown that the compressive strength of the HFT section is significantly improved compared with the 
timber section. Mainey et al. (2015) tested the 500mm long columns with the cross section as shown 
in Figure 2.13, and found that the average apparent modulus of rupture (the ratio of compressive load 
to cross sectional area) of the HFT specimens was 23.2% higher than the pure timber sections. Wen 
et al. (2019) tested more HFT Cee-section columns with 700mm or 2000mm length, and found that 
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the 700mm and 2000mm long HFT columns had average of 43.2% and 4.1% higher strength-to-
weight ratios than the similar-sized cold-formed steel purlins, respectively. 
The tensile performance of the HFT section has also been investigated. Min et al. (2016) tested the 
tensile performance of the specimens made of timber or HFT with different types of FRP fabrics. The 
test results revealed that the average tensile strengths of the HFT specimens with glass FRP, flax FRP, 
and kenaf plant FRP were 24.3, 16.2, and 2.3 times higher than the pure timber specimens in the 
direction perpendicular to the timber grain; and the average elastic modulus of the corresponding 
specimens were 13.3, 6.7 times, and 62.1% higher than the pure timber specimens. More tests by 
Fernando, Frangi, and Kobel (2016) also found that the basalt FRP reinforced timber specimens had 
up to 65% and 26% tensile strength and tensile modulus increase, compared to the timber specimens. 
It was also observed that the reinforcement helped to reduce the elastic modulus variation in the 
timber specimens. 
2.4 Digital fabrication technique in building structures 
Compression moulding and folding techniques used in HTC sections were proven to be effective 
when manufacturing low volumes. However, when large repetitions or volumes are required, such 
methods may become inefficient. Numerous novel manufacturing methods have recently been 
developed in the field of digital fabrication, to enable streamlined manufacture of complex composite 
and hybrid material structures. Digital fabrication involves the use of part generation algorithms and 
computer-numerical controlled (CNC) manufacturing machines for rapid and precise production of 
complex parts (Beorkrem, 2017). The superior workability of timber and high flexibility of FRP 
fabric make both materials particularly well-suited for CNC manufacturing processes. 
Utilising the digital design and fabrication method significantly increases the fabrication speed and 
accuracy, especially when applying it in full-scale buildings, and makes it possible to manufacture 
complicated building structures from relatively simple small components. Furthermore, while 
maintaining a structural performance comparable to the traditional timber buildings, digital 
fabrication methods allow for greater geometrical variation in timber building and make it possible 
to manufacture buildings in a more creative and aesthetic way. For example, the residential-scaled 
“Instant House” (Figure 2.14a), composed of 984 plywood components, was connected with different 
types of integral connections and assembled within 36 hours (Sass, 2007; Sass & Botha, 2006). The 
modular sandwich structure “Plate House” (Figure 2.14b) was composed of 150 cardboard 
components and assembled in seven hours (Gattas & You, 2016). There are also several recent 
permanent buildings fabricated using these techniques, such as the small commercial buildings 
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Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall (ICD/ITKE, 2014; Li & Knippers, 2015) and ICD/ITKE research 
pavilion 2011 (Magna et al., 2013), which utilised finger joints for the connection between the 
components (Figure 2.14cd); and the large commercial building La Seine Musicale (Usai & Stehling, 
2018), which used lapped connections (Figure 2.14e). 
Many of the above systems are sandwich-type constructions. To achieve the connections between 
different layers or components, integral connections were commonly used. These use geometrical 
features such as alignment and part-interlocking to establish connections, instead of using additional 
mechanical fasteners (Robeller, 2015). An example integral connection dovetail is as shown in Figure 
2.15, where the connection is sustained by the friction between the tabs and slots. Digital fabrication 
techniques, with precise control of the part tolerances, allow robust integral connections to be 
achieved much faster than the traditional handcrafted work. 
Different types of structural members can be fabricated by using integral connections. For example, 
a sandwich element with bilateral contouring system as shown in Figure 2.16 (Sass, 2007) was 
developed using integral connections between the components. By applying the press-fit (tab-and-
slot) connections between the components, a double-skinned sandwich wall panel is easily fabricated 
from plywood boards. A sandwich-beam with waffle-core as shown in Figure 2.17 was also 
composed of plywood boards, connected with integral notches and press-fit connections (Al-
Qaryouti, Baber, & Gattas, 2019; Gattas, Al-Qaryouti, Lee, & Baber, 2017). Using the geometric 
design-to-fabrication workflow, arch or curved beams were fabricated from the sandwich-beam 
segments, connected by the innovative rotational press-fit integral joints. The scanned data of the 
structures demonstrated the high accuracy of the manufacturing method. The stiffness of structural 
members was also significantly increased when compared with the individual components, without 
using additional connectors. Experiment results of the tested arches also demonstrated the good 
strength-to-weight capacity of this type of structures. 
In summary, digital fabrication techniques are well suited for timber structures, especially when 
combining it with the integral connections. It makes the fabrication process much more accurate and 
efficient and makes more variations in geometry possible for building. Besides, integral connection 
provides a simple but reliable way for connecting the components in the timber members or buildings. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a literature review is presented on (a) the mechanical behaviour, design method and 
connection system in hybrid timber-concrete (HTC) floor panels, (b) mechanical behaviour and 
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fabrication method on FRP cellular sandwich panels, and (c) application of digital fabrication 
techniques in structure members and buildings. The key findings and conclusions are as follows: 
1. Though possessing a higher strength-to-weight ratio compared with reinforced concrete 
structures, the capacity of the HTC system can be further increased, as current panels 
containing part of the concrete still under tension because of insufficient interlayer composite 
action. 
2. The current connections in HTC system are either with low shear stiffness or with complicated 
installation process. New connections are needed for the proposed HTCHC systems. 
3. Current design methods on HTC beams are not capable of considering the nonlinearity of 
concrete, and so are not accurate for predicting the ultimate load of the HTC beams when 
there is high nonlinearity in the beam. 
4. The preliminary study on hybrid FRP-timber (HFT) structures shows the potential of using 
HFT section as the core in cellular sandwich structures, as it makes it possible to fabricate 
low-grade timber into different sections and meanwhile boost the mechanical performance of 
pure timber sections. 
5. Digital fabrication methods that utilise integral connections are highly suitable for timber 
structures, which increase the accuracy and speed on construction significantly. 
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Figure 2.1 Self-weight and acoustic insulation levels versus span at a live load of 250kg/m2 of the 
timber deck, timber-concrete deck and concrete deck. Images were reproduced from Natterer 
(1997). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Strain field of an HTC beam with different types of connections. 
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Figure 2.3 Connections for HTC system: (a) illustration of SFS screws inclined for HTC structure, 
image was reproduced from STFTM (2019), (b) notches with steel fasteners, and (c) steel mesh 
glued in the grooves in timber.  
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Figure 2.4 Gamma-method: (a) cross section, (b) strain distribution in the section, and (c) stress 
distribution in the section. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Assumed stress field of a HTC section by the elasto-plastic method (Frangi & Fontana, 
2003). Images were reproduced with permission from copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.6 Sandwich panels: (a) with foam core, (b) with honeycomb core, image was reproduced 
from Wikimedia Commons contributors (2016), and (c) with corrugated core. 
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Figure 2.7 Pultrusion process for GFRP profile, image was reproduced from F&F Composite Group 
Inc (2019). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8 (a) FRP pultruded profiles, image was reproduced from Tribeni Technocom Limited 
(2019), (b) FRP pultruded bridge deck unit (Luke et al., 2002). Images were reproduced with 
permission from copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of compression moulding method with positive and negative steel moulds. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Assembling of the FRP sandwich panels with cellular cores: (a) bonded honeycomb 
sandwich (Davalos, Qiao, Frank Xu, Robinson, & Barth, 2001), (b) bonded sandwich with 
pultruded GFRP sections (Keller & Schollmayer, 2004), (c) and (d) cellular sandwich sections with 
mechanical bonding (Satasivam & Bai, 2014; A. Zhou et al., 2005). Images were reproduced with 
permission from copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.11 Compression moulding method with water-bag and HFT section manufactured by this 
method: (a) concept of the method with water-bag pressure, image was reproduced from Wen et al. 
(2019), (b) HFT Cee- and hat- sections (Fernando et al., 2017). The arrow direction in (b) 
represents the gain direction of each fibre layer, and images were reproduced with permission from 
copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.12 Folding method for an HFT hollow section (Gattas et al., 2018). Images were 
reproduced with permission from copyright holder. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Dimensions and lamina details of an HFT Cee-section, images were reproduced from 
Mainey et al. (2015). 
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Figure 2.14 Examples of building-scale digitally fabricated buildings: (a) Instant House (MIT 
Design Fabrication Group, 2005), (b) Plate house (Gattas & You, 2016), (c) ICD/ITKE research 
pavilion 2011 (Magna et al., 2013), (d) Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall (ICD/ITKE, 2014) and 
(e) La Seine Musicale (Usai & Stehling, 2018). Images were reproduced with permission from 
copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.15 An example of integral connection in timber: dovetail connector, (a) traditional timber 
handcrafted carpentry (SilentC, 2019), and (b) CNC fabricated on cross-laminated wood veneer 
plate, image was reproduced from Robeller and Weinand (2016). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 (a) Bilateral contouring panel, and (b) achieve bilateral contouring panel with digital 
fabrication and integral connection (Sass, 2007). Images were reproduced with permission from 
copyright holder. 
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Figure 2.17 A box-beam with waffle-core: (a) plates with integral mechanical joints, and (b) 
exploded plate assembly and connection locations, C1 represents the slot-tab press-fit connection, 
C2 represents the notch connection. (Al-Qaryouti et al., 2019; Gattas et al., 2017). Images were 
reproduced with permission from copyright holder. 
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The specimens and experiments were designed by all the authors. The experimental work in this paper 
was carried out by the first author. Test data was collected, analysed by the first author. Test results 
were interpreted by the first, second, and third authors. The paper was drafted by the first author and 
revised by the other authors. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental study of a hybrid timber-concrete panel system with 
a corrugated core 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter develops the first HTCHC floor panel system with a corrugated core layer as shown in 
Figure 3.1. This system is called HTCCC in this thesis. The key innovation proposed in the HTCCC 
system is the introduction of the corrugated core layer which can reduce concrete under the neutral 
axis, without negatively effecting panel load carrying capacity. The fabrication method and 
mechanical performance of the proposed new system are to be investigated in this chapter. The 
effectiveness of using HFT as the core material, the composite action, and the material efficiency in 
the system will also be investigated through experimental studies. 
3.2 Specimen design and fabrication 
3.2.1 Core geometry and material selection 
The corrugated pattern selected as the core shape can effectively reduce the tensile concrete volume, 
as shown in Figure 3.1. Voids below the core are left hollow, reducing concrete volume and providing 
a potential conduit for building service cables. With reference to Figure 3.2a and b, the core 
corrugation introduces two interfaces in place of the single concrete-timber interface in HTC systems, 
with core-timber and concrete-core interfaces along corrugated valley and ridge surfaces, 
respectively. 
Core material choice will have a strong impact on the overall composite action manifested by the 
HTCCC system. Based on the literature review, hybrid FRP-timber (HFT) laminate was chosen as 
the core material as it is economical and easy to manufacture, has mechanical properties significantly 
above a pure timber structure, and has a reduced weight and carbon intensity as compared to steel 
material. More importantly, it can act as a waterproof layer to protect the timber from the moisture 
introduced by concrete casting and can allow a strong bonded connection between the core and timber 
layers. 
3.2.2 Core and panel dimensions 
The core and panel dimensions in an initial HTCCC specimen were designed to ensure two criteria 
are met: (a) the concrete volume was reduced by at least 40% compared with an HTC panel section 
of the same overall height; and (b) the neutral axis of the section remained within the core height so 
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the top concrete acted predominantly in compression. Selected specimen cross sectional dimensions 
are shown in Figure 3.2c. The total height of the specimen was 160mm which was consistent with 
similar existing experimental studies of HTC floor panels (Boccadoro & Frangi, 2014; Gutkowski, 
Brown, Shigidi, & Natterer, 2008). Core height, ridge length, and valley length dimensions gave a 
47% reduction in concrete weight compared to an HTC specimen of the same height. 
A section analysis was conducted on the section shown in Figure 3.2c, and the resultant section neutral 
axis was 55.6mm below the top surface, placing the concrete-core interface and concrete volume 
predominantly in compression, and the failure was controlled by tensile timber failure. It was believed 
to be acceptable to use section analysis at the design stage owing to its simplicity, though it assumes 
a linear strain distribution across the height of the section, which may not be accurate for HTCCC 
panels. Linear material properties with elastic modulus of 12.7GPa and 10.5GPa (AS1720.1, 2010) 
were assumed for tensile timber and plywood, respectively. The strain-stress relationship for non-
linear structural analysis provided by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b) was used for concrete. Concrete 
compressive strength was assumed to be 35MPa at the design stage, and the concrete tensile strength 
was neglected. Considering the low volume of GFRP, the contribution of GFRP layers on flexural 
capacity of the section was also neglected in the section analysis. 
3.2.3 Transverse core variation 
The above HTCCC design introduced a core orientation aligned with panel span direction. There was 
no continuous fibre (timber or GFRP) in the direction orthogonal to the span axis for carrying flexural 
loads, so it can only be used as one-way spanning slab as is typical for HTC systems. This design is 
termed the “Longitudinal Core” (LC) panel type, with two specimens manufactured for testing as 
described in the next section. 
The inclusion of a core layer however introduces a novel potential for transverse load carrying 
capacity in HTCCC slabs. Consider a “Base Core” (BC) configuration, designed with similar 
dimensions as LC panels, but with core orientation altered to give continuous timber fibres alignment 
as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4a. Continuous timber fibre within the core in the direction 
orthogonal to the panel span provides the potential loading transfer path in the transverse direction, 
which can result in transverse load carrying capacity, while preserving other key benefits of the 
HTCCC system: a concrete volume reduction, ease of manufacture, and hollow conduits for building 
services. 
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However, when the core is orthogonal to the panel span, the bond line between the core and tensile 
timber is discontinuous, which is likely to result in stress concentration at the edges of core valley 
plates and lower bond area. This introduces a high risk of debonding failure at the interface between 
core valley and tensile timber. To investigate the behaviour of transverse HTCCC panels and navigate 
the potential sensitivity of interfacial behaviour between core and the tensile timber, two BC 
specimens were manufactured with different core-timber interfacial connectivities: one with direct 
bonding only, and one with bonding and additional shear bolt reinforcement. 
Interfacial shear behaviour can also be modified with adjustment to the core geometry itself, which 
gives an additional designer ability to control or modify panel performance. Two additional core 
configurations were designed to investigate this. “High Core” (HC) specimens had the same valley 
and ridge plate sizing as BC but with the core height increased to 120mm, increasing the second 
moment of area as shown in Figure 3.4b. “Skinny Core” (SC) specimens were designed with the same 
core height and ridge plate size as the BC design, but with a lower timber-core shear capacity within 
each corrugated unit, from reduced valley plate sizing as shown in Figure 3.4c. Again, two specimens 
of each type were manufactured, one with and one without shear bolt reinforcement. 
To summarise, eight HTCCC specimens were designed with properties as listed in Table 3.1. To 
provide a consistent naming, each specimen is designated with a four-letter name. The first two letters 
indicate the type of core used: LC, BC, HC, or SC. The third character consists of either number “1” 
or “2” to differentiate between two identical core type specimens, while the fourth character is used 
to identify if the shear bolt reinforcement was used (“D”) or not (“P”). For example, HC1P is a panel 
with a high core and no shear reinforcement. Table 3.1 also lists the weight of each specimen. Weight 
of each specimen was calculated using the measured weight of timber and core panels, and the 
calculated weight of concrete by the volume with a density of 2400kg/m3. For specimens BC2D, 
HC2D, and SC2D, weight of the shear bolts was also added. For transverse specimens, the concrete 
volume reduction as compared with a typical HTC section with the same total section height and 
timber thickness was 42% for BC, 44% for HC, and 51% for SC designs. 
3.2.4 Panel dimensions and materials 
All the specimens in this study were designed with a consistent panel length, panel width, concrete 
depth above the core ridge, and tensile timber thickness. Overall panel size was 570mm wide and 
2400mm long. Total section height was 160mm for LC, BC, and SC panel types, and 190mm for HC 
panel type. The thicknesses of concrete layer above the core ridge and the tensile timber layer were 
both 35mm. 
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Concrete used in all the specimens were from the same batch and with an average 28-day compressive 
strength of 41.9MPa and an average strength of 50.5MPa on the testing day (116-day). Concrete 
cylinder samples had 100mm diameter and 200mm height, prepared with the same batch of concrete 
as the HTCCC specimen, and tested according to AS1012 (AS1012.8.1, 2014; AS1012.9, 2014). The 
strengths of the cylinder samples were as shown in Table 3.2. The core was composed of an HFT 
laminate was made by bonding a layer of 1025gsm unidirectional GFRP sheet on each side of a three-
layer 7mm plywood board. In the transverse pattern specimens, the fibre direction of GFRP and the 
grain direction of plywood face layers were both oriented to be parallel to the panel axis. In the LC 
specimens, the fibre direction of the GFRP was still parallel to the panel axis but the grain direction 
of plywood face layers was oriented orthogonally to the panel axis. Grain direction of the core 
plywood was selected based on the fact that the core strength and stiffness along the panel height 
direction were mainly provided by the vertical plywood boards. Therefore, in both the transverse 
pattern and longitudinal pattern specimens, the surface layer grain orientation of the vertical plywood 
board was always parallel to the panel height. Commercially-available polyurethane adhesive 
“Purbond” was used for bonding GFRP sheets to plywood and for bonding the corrugated core to 
tensile timber, based on the study by Miao, Fernando, Heitzmann, and Bailleres (2019). Tensile 
timber layer was formed of three pieces of 35mm thick, 190mm wide pine wood boards with grain 
direction parallel to the panel axis, and boards had structural grading of MGP12, in which MGP 
represents machine graded pine as per Australian Standard AS1748 (2011). MGP12 indicates a 
minimum threshold for stiffness of 12GPa (AS1720.1, 2010; AS/NZS 1748, 2011). 
In all the specimens, 10g-8×100mm chipboard screws were driven approximately 45mm into the 
core and tensile timber at a 150mm spacing along core valleys, to prevent the potential peeling failures 
at the concrete-core interface. Some reinforcement was also added along the panel support lines for 
HC and SC core types, with the two end voids filled with grout as shown in Figure 3.4b and c. This 
was to eliminate the concrete tensile failure occurring above the core ridge, observed during initial 
testing of the base core specimen BC2D, which will be further discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
3.2.5 Specimen fabrication 
As the first series of HTCCC specimen, no experience was available for manufacture this type of 
panels. A fabrication method combining compression moulding for fabricating the core, and adhesive 
bonding plus mechanical connection for connecting the core and tensile timber was developed in this 
study. 
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3.2.5.1 Core fabrication 
First the hybrid FRP-timber cores were manufactured into the desired geometry with the following 
steps: 
(a) Material preparation. Plywood sheets were cut into trapezoidal cross-section plates (Figure 
3.5a) using a table saw; the GFRP fabric was cut into the designed size; hat-shaped steel 
sections (Figure 3.5b) were manufactured as moulds for the core lamination. 
(b) Bond the core layers. Layers of materials were placed on top of the steel moulds, from bottom-
to-top: breather fabric, porous release film, GFRP fabric, plywood, GFRP fabric, porous 
release film, and breather fabric. Adhesive was applied between the GFRP and plywood layers 
by brush (Figure 3.5c). 
(c) Finish the cores to desired shapes with vacuum pressure. The stack of materials described in 
the previous step was placed in a vacuum bag and held under pressure for 5 hours and then 
left to further cure for 20 hours (Figure 3.5d). The finished corrugated cores were as shown 
in Figure 3.5e. 
3.2.5.2 Panel fabrication 
After the cores were fabricated and fully cured, each panel was assembled with the following steps: 
(a) Attach the core part with the tensile timber by bonding. Adhesive was applied at the bottom 
face of the corrugation valleys and the corresponding positions on top surface of tensile timber 
(Figure 3.5f). Then the core was put on top of the tensile timber, with weight on top, and cured 
for 24 hours. Chipboard screws were driven partway (approximately 45mm) into the core and 
pinewood boards at the valleys, at 150mm spacing (Figure 3.5g). 
(b) Concrete casting. Plywood formwork was made for each specimen, then concrete was cast in 
the cassettes and left to cure in outdoor environment for a minimum 28 days (Figure 3.5h). 
(c) Shear bolt installation. M8 DP10100 RamsetTM DynaBolt as shown in Figure 3.6 was chosen 
as the shear bolt because it is easy to install in the cured concrete. For the specimens designed 
with shear bolt reinforcement, 10mm diameter, 100mm deep holes were drilled into panels 
after the concrete was fully hardened, the holes were then cleaned with compressed air, and 
DynaBolts were hammered in and tightened with a torque wrench. The finished DynaBolts 
are as shown in Figure 3.5i. 
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(d) End void grouting. For the skinny-cored and high-cored specimens, voids at each end of the 
panel were filled with grout and left to set for a minimum of 5 days. The finished HTCCC 
panels are as shown in Figure 3.5j. 
Qualitatively, the manufacturing method was found to be easy, low cost, and provide very good 
quality specimens based on visual inspection. 
3.3 Experimental testing and results 
3.3.1 Experimental setup and instrumentations 
All specimens were tested under four-point bending at the UQ Structures Laboratory, with a 
schematic test setup shown in Figure 3.7. Load was applied using a 1MN servo-hydraulic MTS 
machine with displacement control at a rate of 2mm per minute. A spreader beam was used under the 
MTS crosshead to apply two line loads on the specimen. The clear span between supports was 
2200mm and the distance between two loading lines was 640mm. 
A series of instrumentations were installed in each specimen to measure the different types of flexural 
behaviours. Linear position transducers LP1~LP4 were used to capture the vertical deformation of 
the panels. Two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) LVDT1 and LVDT2 were placed 
at panel ends to measure the relative slip between the tensile timber and concrete block at these 
locations. Strain gauges S1-1~S1-5, S2-1~S2-6 (or S2-1~S2-5 for skinny-cored specimens) and S3-
1~S3-5 were placed along the middle line on the top of the concrete, on the bottom of the corrugation 
ridges and on the bottom of the tensile timber panel, respectively to measure the strain distribution 
along the panel length and height. Finally, the digital image correlation (DIC) system as shown in 
Figure 3.8 was applied at a region with widths varying from 340mm to 500mm, to measure the strain 
distribution through the depth of the specimens around the mid-span region. The speckle pattern was 
applied by a rolling stamp with pre-carved speckle pattern (speckle with 1mm diameter). Because of 
the symmetry, all the instrumentations except the LVDTs were installed just along half of the span. 
3.3.2 Load-displacement behaviour 
The obtained load versus mid-span deflection curves of all specimens are shown in Figure 3.9. Figure 
3.9a shows the full range of load-displacement curves and Figure 3.9b shows the initial stage of the 
curves when the mid-span deformation was up to 10mm. The left-hand side vertical axis shows the 
total load, while right-hand side vertical axis shows the equivalent uniformly distributed load 
corresponding to the maximum bending moment due to the concentrated load. The serviceability limit 
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state (SLS) was taken as the mid-span deformation equals to span/300 (CEN, 2004a). The load-
carrying capacities of the specimens are summarised in Table 3.3. 
Looking at the specimen behaviour up to the ultimate state. Significant variation in load capacity is 
seen between specimens, corresponding to each of the variations introduced for core orientation, 
transverse interfacial shear reinforcement, and transverse core geometry: 
(a) Core orientation: Longitudinal pattern specimens (i.e. LC1P and LC2P) achieved the highest 
load carrying capacity among all the specimens (Figure 3.10a, 71.7kN), 57% higher than the 
transverse-cored specimen BC1P (45.7kN) with similar height. However, LC cores only had 
a 3% higher capacity compared to the best-performing transverse core specimen, HC2D 
(69.9kN). It also showed a higher deformation capacity at failure (84.7mm) compared to that 
of LC specimens (60.6mm and 44.9mm). These results indicate that one-way spanning LC 
specimens are the most efficient HTCCC configuration, likely due to their uniform cross-
section and the continuous interfacial bonding over the span, but that HTCCC systems also 
have the potential to process the transverse capacity from the transverse patterns. 
(b) Transverse interfacial shear reinforcement: The specimens with DynaBolts reinforcements 
had much higher load carrying capacity than their counterparts without reinforcement, as 
shown in Figure 3.10b. Specifically, specimens BC2D, HC2D and SC2D showed 9.2%, 
86.2% and 19.7% higher load carrying capacity than BC1P, HC1P and SC1P, respectively. 
The non-reinforced specimens showed a much more ductile response, with a very large 
deformation without much loading decrease. 
(c) Transverse core geometry: Comparing the transverse specimens with different core geometry, 
high-cored specimen HC2D and skinny-cored specimen SC2D showed 18-20% higher 
weight-specific capacity than the base-cored BC2D, and SC1P achieved an 8% higher weight-
specific capacity than BC1P. These indicate that changing the core design can increase the 
load carrying efficiency for the transverse pattern specimens. For HC specimens, performance 
improvement is primarily seen in DynaBolt-reinforced specimens and attributed to the 
efficiency of deeper section size. For SC specimens, results indicate performance 
improvement is mostly attributed to decreasing the weight of non-performative concrete. The 
grout filling in the HC and SC specimens may be attributed to the better performance as well. 
Looking at the load-displacement behaviour up to the SLS in Figure 3.9b. All the specimens were 
initially approximately linear. Longitudinal-cored specimens again had the highest stiffness among 
all the specimens because of the constant section along the span. Specimens with DynaBolts 
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reinforcement had higher initial stiffness than their counterparts, as the DynaBolts effectively reduced 
the shear slip between core layer and tensile timber layer, which will be further discussed in Section 
3.3.3. When comparing the transverse pattern specimens, high-cored specimens had the highest 
stiffness because of their deep section height; BC specimens had a slightly lower stiffness, while the 
SC specimens had a lower stiffness than both, particularly for reinforced specimens. The reduced 
bonding area within each corrugated unit and higher cross-section variation along the span may have 
contributed to a higher slip and a corresponding stiffness reduction in SC specimens. SC specimens 
also had the lowest flexural stiffness of tested panels, the introduction of DynaBolts was therefore 
likely to have a reduced effect on the SC response within the early loading stages. 
3.3.3 Failure mode 
As failure development plays an essential role in the specimen global behaviour, the failure mode of 
each specimen was closely documented to establish how they contributed to the flexural performances 
observed in Section 3.3.2. 
3.3.3.1 Failure mode naming convention 
As very complicated failure modes have been observed in different specimens, first all the failure 
modes observed in different specimens are summarised and named below, and as shown in Figure 
3.11: 
i. Debonding at the (a) corrugated core-tensile timber interface (FM1), (b) concrete-corrugated 
core interface (FM2), and (c) GFRP-plywood bi-material interface within the core (FM3). 
ii. Concrete cracks developed from core corner regions: (d) between loading points, (FM4), (e) 
between supports and loading points (FM5), and (f) along longitudinal axis (FM6). 
iii. Other concrete cracking: (g) flexural cracks in the region between loading points (FM7), (h) 
flexural-shear cracks in the regions between supports and loading points (FM8), (i) top surface 
cracking above the supports (FM9), and (j) surface cracking near the grout-filled voids 
(FM10). 
iv. Material failures including (k) timber tensile rupture failure (FM11), and (l) concrete crushing 
at the top surface (FM12). 
3.3.3.2 Failure mode in each specimen 
Considering the similarities of failure modes, specimens were classified into three groups: (a) 
longitudinal-cored specimens, (b) transverse-cored specimens without DynaBolts reinforcement, and 
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(c) transverse-cored specimens with DynaBolts reinforcement. The failure mode and interfacial slip 
in each specimen are documented in this section, the photos of failures in each specimen are available 
in Appendix 3A. 
First looking at the longitudinal pattern panels. LC specimens showed the highest performance of all 
the tested types. Figure 3.12 shows the load-displacement curves and interfacial shear slip curves of 
LC1P and LC2P specimens. Specimens had good consistency and repeatability of behaviour, which 
gives confidence to the validity of data collected for the individual specimens tested for each of the 
transverse-core configurations. 
As the failure patterns of the two LC specimens were very similar, only LC1P is discussed henceforth. 
Concrete flexural-shear cracks initiated within the region between supports and loading points (FM8, 
Figure 3.11h) at mid-span deflection of 6.6mm. Vertical flexural cracks appeared between the loading 
points (FM7, Figure 3.11g) at deflection of 16.8mm and fully developed across the height of the 
concrete layer, becoming the dominant failure. A clear longitudinal crack (FM6, Figure 3.11f) was 
also observed when the displacement was about 38.0mm. The interfacial slip captured by the LVDTs 
at two ends of the specimens were as shown in Figure 3.12b. The measured slip between concrete 
and tensile timber at the panel ends were found to have a similar trend until about 40mm deflection, 
indicating symmetry of the interface behaviour at initial stages. This symmetry was however lost 
beyond 40mm mid-span deflection and as the ultimate load is reached, and the average slips ended at 
11.4mm and 14.5mm in LC1P and LC2P, respectively. 
Next looking at the transverse pattern specimens, Figure 3.13 shows the load-displacement and 
interfacial shear slip curves of the base-cored specimen BC1P. Interfacial shear deformations (failure 
mode FM1, Figure 3.11a) started at mid-span deflection of 7.4mm, with full debonding of the 
concrete core from the corrugated plate observed at one end of the specimen (FM2, Figure 3.11b) 
when deflection was about 59.2mm. Debonding at the GFRP-plywood bi-material interface (FM3, 
Figure 3.11c) started at deflection 10mm. Cracks started to appear from corrugation corners between 
loading points and supports (FM5, Figure 3.11e) when deflection was 13.7mm, and cracks happened 
between the two loading points (FM4, Figure 3.11d) at deflection 59.2mm. Ultimate failure occurred 
at a deflection of 94.7mm due to fully developed cracks in FM4 and FM5, with subsequent deflection 
leading to timber tensile rupture failure (FM11, Figure 3.11k) at deflection 123.8mm. Shear slip 
values are plotted in Figure 3.13b and show that the development of the slips at two ends was similar, 
though LVDT1 was dropped and failed to capture the slip after the mid-span deformation was 
approximately 116mm, and the average maximum slips at the two ends were 24.6mm and 28.3mm, 
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respectively. These slip values were much higher than the LC pattern specimens, which indicated that 
the noncontinuous bonding along the span are not as efficient as the continuous bonding. 
The DynaBolt-reinforced specimen BC2D failure data are also shown in Figure 3.13 for comparison 
to the unreinforced BC1P. Initial failure was observed as cracking on the concrete surface above one 
support (FM9, Figure 3.11m) at deflection 9.2mm, which then grew to become a fully developed 
across the width of the panel. FM5 cracking (Figure 3.11m) appeared from 25.8mm and fully 
developed across the height of concrete layer, until causing ultimate failure at deflection of 35.4mm. 
Comparing between BC1P and BC2D, DynaBolt-reinforcement effectively suppressed debonding 
failures FM1, FM2 and FM3. Shear slip values as plotted in Figure 3.13b, captured only at one end 
due to equipment malfunction, showing a negative slip due to movement of the end concrete block 
from failure mode FM9. 
The initial FM9 failure of specimen BC2D occurred directly above the void in the end support region 
(Figure 3.11i). For this reason, subsequent high-cored and skinny-cored samples had grout-filled end 
voids to provide support line reinforcement. HC2D and SC2D failure modes and responses are shown 
in Figure 3.14 and it was seen that FM9 was suppressed for both of them. Initial failure was FM5 at 
mid-span deflection of 10.7mm and 4mm for HC2D and SC2D, respectively. For HC2D, these cracks 
then developed between corrugated corners (Figure 3A.5a), rather than across the height of the 
concrete layer as seen previously in BC1P specimens (Figure 3.11e), until full separation of the top 
concrete layer occurred at deflection 88.7mm. A concrete crack emerged above the corrugation corner 
beside one filled void (FM10, Figure 3.11j) at deflection 11.5mm, however this crack did not develop 
to the full depth of the ridge before the end of the test. For SC2D, FM5 cracks developed parallel to 
the panel axis and through the depth of the concrete layer (Figure 3A.7a). FM10 again occurred early, 
at deflection of 16.6mm, but did not fully develop. Crushing at the top surface of the concrete (FM12, 
Figure 3.11l) occurred between loading points when deflection reached 75.1mm. Slip values for 
HC2D and SC2D are shown in Figure 3.14b, it was found that end slip for both specimens was much 
lower (less than 10mm) as compared to the unreinforced specimens (will be discussed next). 
The results of non-reinforced HC and SC types as shown in Figure 3.15 are similar to that for BC1P, 
although FM2 and FM3 did not occur in HC1P or SC1P, with the former suppressed by end void 
filling and the latter suppressed with improved manufacturing and a better bond quality between 
GFRP and plywood. In HC1P, a first visible crack appeared beside a loading point (FM5) when mid-
span deflection reached 11.1mm. Interfacial shear slip between the core and tensile timber (FM1) was 
observed at mid-span deflection of 18.1mm. Concrete cracks within the loading points (FM4) started 
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to initiate when mid-span deflection reached 40.0mm and fully developed across the height of 
concrete layer as mid-span deflection reached 101.4mm. Finally, timber tensile rupture failure 
(FM11) occurred at a mid-span deflection of 110.1mm. In SC1P, initial cracking at corrugated corners 
near the loading points (FM5) occurred at mid-span deflection of 4.8mm and propagated towards the 
top surface of concrete. Flexural-shear cracks were observed between loading points (FM4) and an 
interfacial shear slip was observed between the tensile timber and HFT core (FM1) at mid-span 
deflection of 21.3mm. Finally, tensile timber rupture (FM11) was observed at mid-span deflection of 
104.1mm. Similar to the other specimens, the interfacial slip values at two ends were similar to each 
other and much higher than the DynaBolts-reinforced specimens. However, in HC1P, there was a 
significant difference between the slips at two ends. Specifically, slip captured by LVDT1 increased 
dramatically after the mid-span deformation was about 30mm, up to about 51mm while at the other 
end the slip kept at about 5.4mm. This indicated the asymmetrical interfacial shear slips (FM1) at the 
two sides of HC1P along the span, resulting in the low capacity of the specimen as listed in Table 
3.3. 
3.3.4 Strain observation and material usage 
Checking strain distribution in the specimens is an important way to determine material usage and 
force distribution. Strain data were captured by DIC system and strain gauges, as described in Section 
3.3.1. In this section, the axial strain distributions along the panel depth around mid-span and through 
the panel length across different layers are discussed. 
3.3.4.1 Axial strain distribution along depth near mid-span 
Panel axial strain distribution was analysed from the collected DIC data. In the transverse pattern 
specimens, one ridge section and one valley section near mid-span (Figure 3.16a) were chosen to 
show the through depth strain distribution, while in longitudinal specimens only the mid-span section 
(Figure 3.16b) was analysed because of the constant section along the span. Strain distributions along 
the height at both serviceability limit state (SLS) and ultimate load state (ULS) in all the specimens 
are given in Figure 3.17. In Figure 3.17, y=0mm represents the top surface of the panels, y=-160mm 
(Figure 3.17a-h) or y=-190mm (Figure 3.17i-l) represents the bottom surface of the panels, locations 
of different layers are marked by dash lines; a vertical dash line at x=0 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 is also shown to demarcate 
tensile (positive) and compressive (negative) strain regions. DIC readings in the GFRP-plywood core 
layer were not available because the surface was too coarse to apply an adequate speckle pattern. The 
strain values of BC1P were not available due to malfunctioning of the instrument. In addition to the 
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DIC readings, readings from the strain gauges (SG) attached at the top and bottom of the panels are 
also shown in Figure 3.17. 
First looking at serviceability stage. Timber strain in most of the specimens was predominantly under 
tension at this stage, except in HC2D (Figure 3.17k and l) and section 1 of SC1P (Figure 3.17e). In 
the LC specimens (Figure 3.17a and b), concrete above the core ridge surface was under compression, 
and within the core height was partially in tension. In the transverse specimens, sections through 
corrugation ridges (section 2, Figure 3.17dfhjl), strain distribution in concrete above the ridges in all 
the specimens was shown to be linear and predominantly in compressive; in sections through 
corrugation valleys (section 1, Figure 3.17cegik), strain in concrete was very small (less than 150𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇), 
either in compression or tension. It was also be observed that the compressive strain at the top concrete 
surface of the LC specimens (300-350𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, Figure 3.17a and b) was slightly larger than the other 
specimens (less than 300 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) at the SLS, indicating the higher material usage in the LC specimens. 
At the ultimate stage, in the longitudinal cored specimens, there were some nonlinearities within the 
concrete layer, and the strain varies from compression on top surface to tension at the lower part. In 
the transverse specimens, strain was linearly distributed and varied from compression to tension 
within both concrete and timber sections in section 2 (Figure 3.17dfhjl). In section 1 through the 
corrugation valleys, some nonlinearity was observed within the concrete layer, especially in the 
specimens with DynaBolt reinforcement. However, strain in concrete within the core height was still 
very low (less than 300𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇), except at bottom surface of HC2D, indicating that concrete usage in the 
valley section was low. It was also observed that in specimens with DynaBolt reinforcement (Figure 
3.17cgk), concrete compressive strain at the top surface was larger than the ones without DynaBolts 
(Figure 3.17e and i), indicating that adding DynaBolts helps to increase the usage of concrete in the 
valley section. In SC2D, there was a significant nonlinearity within the top part of concrete, caused 
by concrete cracking (failure mode FM4). 
Looking at the concrete valley to tensile timber interface. At SLS, there was no clear discontinuity at 
this interface in all the specimens, indicating good composite action at SLS. However, at the ultimate 
stage, there was a large strain difference in all the specimens except BC2D and LC2P, representing 
the decrease of composite action at this interface. 
3.3.4.2  Axial strain distribution along length 
Axial strain distributions of panel half-span on concrete top surface, core ridge bottom surface, and 
timber bottom surface were recorded by the strain gauges, with the collected data shown in Figure 
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3.18a and b, Figure 3.18c and d, and Figure 3.18e and f, respectively. Both the SLS and ULS results 
are illustrated. In Figure 3.18, x=0mm and x=1200mm represent the mid-span and end of the 
specimens, respectively. 
First looking at SLS, for all the specimens, concrete top surface was predominantly under 
compression, except at the region near support (Figure 3.18a). Tensile strains on top concrete surface 
near the supports indicate hogging bending moments in those regions. This observation is further 
supported by the compressive strains seen close to the supports on timber bottom surface (Figure 
3.18e). Overall, within the concrete and timber layers, the stain value decreased from mid-span to the 
panel ends, and in the corrugated layer, strain had some fluctuations along the span. 
At ULS, strains at top concrete surface were mostly compressive in all the specimens. However, 
significant fluctuations of strains along the length of the top surface of concrete were observed in 
some specimens (for example BC1P and SC1P, Figure 3.18b). This is believed to be due to significant 
cracking within concrete observed at ULS. At ULS, the strains at core ridge bottom surface of most 
specimens were close to zero, except in LC specimens and few points in BC1P and HC2D specimens 
(Figure 3.18d). In LC1P and LC2P, strains at core ridge bottom surface were found to be compressive. 
In specimens BC1P and HC2D, strains at the core ridge bottom surface fluctuated significantly along 
the length and shown to be tensile. This is believed to be due to significant cracking within concrete 
observed at ULS as well. Strains on the timber bottom surface were mostly tensile in all the specimens 
at ULS (Figure 3.18f). 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 Critical failure modes 
Two failure modes dominated HTCCC floor panel performance: concrete cracking initiated at the 
corrugated core corners and interfacial shear slip between the corrugated core and tensile timber. In 
most specimens, cracks at corrugated corners were observed during early stages of loading, attributed 
to stress concentration in corner regions as seen in Figure 3.16a, and fully developed towards the 
ultimate state. This describes failure modes FM4 and FM5 for transverse pattern specimens and FM6 
for longitudinal core specimens. For transverse core specimens, these cracks significantly affected 
the load carrying capacity of the specimens, as the cracks reduced the effective concrete volume for 
load transfer. For longitudinal type, corner cracks developed along the panel axis direction but did 
not significantly affect the load carrying capacity, as they did not reduce the effective concrete area 
for force transfer. As these cracks were caused by the concrete stress concentration at the corrugation 
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corner, they can potentially be avoided by changing the core geometry or adding local concrete 
reinforcement. 
Large interfacial shear deformations were observed in the transverse pattern specimens without 
DynaBolt reinforcement, but this deformation was suppressed with the addition of DynaBolt shear 
reinforcement. The reduction in interfacial shear slip provided a better composite action, higher 
stiffness, and a significantly higher load carrying capacity. Longitudinal cored panels without 
DynaBolt reinforcement showed a similarly high stiffness and strength, with the continuously bonded 
core-to-timber interface seen to allow sufficient and more effective shear transfer as compared to the 
discontinuous bonded interface in the transverse-cored specimens. 
3.4.2 Variations in flexural behaviour 
Strain distribution results show that the flexural behaviour of HTCCC floor panels varies between 
SLS and ULS states and, in transverse cases, varies between mid-ridge and mid-valley regions. High 
composite action was observed until SLS, indicating the initial design methodology based on section 
analysis assuming perfect composite action is valid until the SLS. This also indicated that concrete 
did not crack at the interface between the core and concrete until SLS, which is important to the long-
term behaviour of the HTCCC panels.  
As the load increased past SLS, reduction of composite action was seen as evidenced by strain 
discontinuities between layers, and concrete and timber being subjected to both tensile and 
compressive stresses. Cracking of concrete and shear slip at the corrugated core-tensile timber 
interface observed as the load increased past SLS reduced the composite action, and therefore the 
flexural capacity of the panels. Reduction in slip at the corrugated core-tensile timber though the use 
of DynaBolts was found to enhance the composite action between the layers, and thus flexural 
capacity of the panels. Nevertheless, highly nonlinear strain distributions across the height of the 
specimens observed beyond SLS loads indicate that section analysis based on linear strain distribution 
cannot predict the flexural capacity accurately. 
For transverse core specimens, strain distributions across the height were found to be different 
between the mid-valley and mid-ridge regions. At ULS, concrete strain variations across the height 
of mid-valley regions were highly nonlinear, while strain distribution across height of concrete in 
mid-ridge were found to show much less nonlinearity. The location of zero strain was also found to 
vary between adjacent mid-valley and mid-ridge regions. This change indicates the uneven 
distribution of moment of inertia along the length, which results in localized moments leading to 
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crack initiations at corner regions. Similarly, at the end regions, the change in section moment of 
inertia results in hogging moments in concrete, thus creating tensile cracking in top concrete. 
3.4.3 Effectiveness of the GFRP-timber corrugated core 
Manufacturing of the GFRP-timber core was found to be easy and cost effective, and no major core 
failure was observed in any of the specimens. The transverse-cored specimens without DynaBolt 
reinforcement had some localised failure at the bonded interfaces, which showed that reduced length 
of bonding between the core and tensile timber was not capable of fully transferring the shear force 
at bi-material interfaces. However, interfacial shear transfer was significantly improved with the use 
of DynaBolts. LC1P and LC2P specimens also showed a significant improvement in the interfacial 
shear transfer compared to the non-reinforced transverse core specimens. Overall, it can be concluded 
that the corrugated core can effectively transfer shear forces between the layers if adequate bond 
length is provided, as in the case of longitudinal core specimens. For the core to be effective in 
transverse core systems, it is necessary to provide DynaBolts to reinforce the core in interfacial shear 
transfer. 
Steel would also be a possible material for the corrugated core, which may ease the manufacture 
process if heavy machine was used for shaping the core. However, comparing to the current choice 
of GFRP-timber laminate, using steel as the core material has a few drawbacks. First, to prevent the 
core from buckling, the steel plate cannot be very thin, increase the thickness of the steel will 
significantly increase the self-weight of the core. Besides, using steel instead of the current laminate 
can significantly increase the CO2 emission, as currently only the GFRP layer is CO2 positive, while 
timber layer is CO2 negative. 
3.4.4 HTCCC performance relative to HTC systems with full composite action 
The performance of the HTCHC systems with corrugated core is compared with similar HTC sections 
(570mm width, 35mm thick timber together with solid concrete of 125mm or 155mm height) with 
full interlayer composite action. The comparison is made in terms of moment capacity and stiffness 
efficiency, results as shown in Table 3.4. The stiffness efficiency is defined by Equation (3.1) 
(Gutkowski et al., 2008). In (3.1), where Dc is the theoretical deflection with full composite action, 
DN is the theoretical deflection with no composite action, and DI is the measured deflection of the test 
specimens. 
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The moment capacity of the sections with full composite action are calculated using a section analysis 
with the material properties listed below, with the results also listed in Table 3.4. The detailed 
calculation methods of deflections (DN, DC) and the moment capacity Mfull in Table 3.4 are 
documented in Appendix 3B. 
(a) Concrete compression stress-strain behaviour was assumed according to the specifications 
given in Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b), with 28-days average compressive strength of 43MPa 
(based on the concrete cylinder test data); 
(b) Concrete tensile strength was assumed to be negligible; and 
(c) Linear-elastic stress-strain behaviour for timber as described in AS1720.1 (2010), with a 
characteristic tensile strength of 12MPa. 
Compared to similar HTC systems with full composite action, LC specimens achieved 73% capacity, 
demonstrating the high efficiency of those specimens in resisting interfacial slip compared to other 
types of specimens tested in this study. The transverse cored HTCCC specimens with no shear bolts 
reinforcement had only 30%-46% capacity, because of large interlayer slip between layers. While 
DynaBolts effectively reduced the shear slip, moment capacity achieved increased to 51%-56% of 
that a HTC section with full composite action. 
In terms of the efficiency at SLS, all specimens showed relatively higher efficiencies than the ultimate 
stage (51%-85%), demonstrating that a higher composite action was maintained at this stage. The 
longitudinal specimens still had the highest efficiency at SLS (84% and 85%), and the specimens 
with DynaBolts reinforcement had a slightly higher efficiency than their counterpart. 
Furthermore, the behaviour of the tested HTCCC specimens has been found to be highly ductile, as 
measured by the ratio of deformation at ultimate state to deformation at yielding point as defined in 
Equation (3.2) (BS EN 12512, 2001; Jorissen & Fragiacomo, 2011). The results are as listed in Table 
3.5. From Table 3.5, it can be summarised that the ductility ratio of the tested HTCCC specimens 
were between 7.5~15.8, which were significantly higher than the value of less than 2.0 in a typical 
HTC panel (Gutkowski et al., 2008; Lukaszewska, Fragiacomo, & Johnsson, 2010). 
 uu
y
uD
u
=   (3.2) 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the experimental work of the HTCCC panels was presented. Longitudinal and 
transverse core types, different core geometry and interlayer shear transfer mechanisms have been 
investigated through four-point bending tests. This work provides the first understanding of this new 
concept. The main findings are summarised as: 
1. The compression moulding method was proved to be effective for manufacture of different 
corrugated core shapes with the plywood planks and GFRP fabric. The fabrication method 
was simple and economical, while reasonably accurate for this application as observed in the 
finished specimens. 
2. Corrugated core orientation has a strong effect on the load carrying capacity of the HTCCC 
specimens. In the four tested core geometries, longitudinal core specimens showed the highest 
weight-specific load carrying capacity. They also showed a 73% ultimate moment carrying 
capacity and an 85% stiffness efficiency at SLS of the HTC section with full composite action. 
3. For transverse pattern specimens, inclusion of steel DynaBolts as shear keys between core 
layer and timber layer efficiently reduced the interlayer slip value. The initial stiffness and 
load capacity were increased as a result. The specimens with DynaBolts reinforcement 
achieved 9.3%-86.2% higher the load capacity than their counterparts. 
4. Increasing the core height and introducing DynaBolt interfacial shear reinforcement increased 
the stiffness and the strength of transverse core panels. Such specimens were shown to possess 
a similar performance to longitudinal core specimens. 
5. Decreasing the width of core corrugations reduced the non-performative concrete under the 
neutral axis and so increased the panel weight-specific capacity. However, as it also reduced 
the bonding area within each core corrugation unit, the initial stiffness of the panel was also 
reduced, which was not desired. 
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Table 3.1 HTCCC specimen parameters. 
ID 
Core Panel 
Orientation 
to axis 
Dimensions (mm) Shear 
reinforcement 
Support line 
reinforcement 
Weight 
(kg) Ridge length Valley length Height 
LC1P 90° 80 55 90 No N/A 263.6 
LC2P 90° 80 55 90 No N/A 263.6 
BC1P 0° 80 80 90 No Yes 284.1 
BC2D 0° 80 80 90 Yes Yes 286.2 
HC1P 0° 80 80 120 No No 330.7 
HC2D 0° 80 80 120 Yes No 332.8 
SC1P 0° 80 40 90 No No 246.4 
SC2D 0° 80 40 90 Yes No 248.9 
 
 
Table 3.2 Concrete compressive strength of the HTCCC batch. 
Sample age Sample # Strength (MPa) Average strength (MPa) 
28 days 
1 44.0 
41.9 2 39.0 
3 42.7 
Testing day 
(116 days) 
1 52.3 
50.5 2 53.9 
3 45.3 
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Table 3.3 Key values of the load-deformation behaviour from tested HTCCC panels. 
Specimen ID Ultimate load (kN) SLS load (kN) Def. at ult. load (mm) Normalized capacitya 
LC1P 71.7 38.28 60.6 1.69 
LC2P 71.7 40.40 44.9 1.69 
BC1P 45.7 23.33 94.7 1.00 
BC2D 50.3 27.53 35.4 1.09 
HC1P 37.3 22.53 32.6 0.70 
HC2D 69.9 34.24 84.7 1.31 
SC1P 42.8 20.96 71.5 1.08 
SC2D 51.7 23.00 73.3 1.29 
a Normalized capacity is the weight-specific capacity value relative to BC1P, weight-specific capacity is defined as the 
ratio between the ultimate load and unit length self-weight. 
 
 
Table 3.4 Evaluation of capacity and efficiency of HTCCC to HTC with full composite action. 
Specimen Mfull (kNm) Mexp (kNm) Mexp/Mfull Efficiency a 
LC1P 
43.44 
31.55 73% 84% 
LC2P 31.55 73% 85% 
BC1P 20.11 46% 68% 
BC2D 22.13 51% 74% 
SC1P 18.83 43% 63% 
SC2D 22.75 52% 67% 
HC1P 
54.79 
16.41 30% 51% 
HC2D 30.76 56% 70% 
a Calculated using Equation (3.1) at SLS. 
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Table 3.5 Deformation information for ductility analysis of the HTCCC specimens. 
 uy (mm) uu (mm) Du 
LC1P 5.8 60.6 10.38 
LC2P 5.4 44.9 8.34 
BC1P 6.0 94.7 15.83 
BC2D 4.7 35.4 7.58 
SC1P 6.5 71.5 11.01 
SC2D 9.7 73.3 7.60 
HC1P 4.3 32.6 7.50 
HC2D 10.5 84.7 8.07 
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Figure 3.1 Design concept of the HTCCC panels. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Cross section and dimensions of the HTCCC panels: (a) cross section of conventional 
HTC panels, (b) cross section of HTCCC panels, and (c) dimension of the proposed HTCCC (unit: 
mm). 
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Figure 3.3 HTCCC panel with core oriented transverse to the span. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Dimension of the HTCCC panels with transverse core (unit: mm): (a) BC, (b) HC, and 
(c) SC types. 
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Figure 3.5 Fabrication process of HTCCC panels: (a) plywood sheets cut into trapezoidal cross-
sections, (b) hat-shaped steel mould, (c) attaching different layers for the corrugated core, (d) 
vacuuming and adhesive curing, (e) the finished corrugated cores, (f) bonding the corrugated core 
with the tensile timber layer, (g) chipboard screws at corrugated core to prevent concrete peeling, 
(h) concrete casting, (i) installed DynaBolts, and (j) finished panels. 
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Figure 3.6 DynaBolt used as shear connectors in the panels, image reproduced from Ramset (2019). 
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Figure 3.7 Specimen setup and instrumentations of specimens (unit: mm): (a) LC core, (b) BC and 
HC core, (c) SC core, and (d) a photo of a testing specimen. 
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Figure 3.8 Digital image correlation system: (a) setup, and (b) speckle pattern. 
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Figure 3.9 Load-displacement curves of the specimens: (a) full range response, and (b) response at 
initial SLS region. 
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Figure 3.10 Load-displacement curves comparison of different specimens: (a) LC specimens, and 
(b) specimens with or without DynaBolts reinforcement. 
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Figure 3.11 Failure mode of the specimens: (a)-(l) failure modes FM1~FM12. 
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Figure 3.12 Results for LC1P and LC2P panel types: (a) force-displacement response with the 
failures, and (b) interfacial slip-displacement curve. 
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Figure 3.13 Results for BC1P and BC2D panel types: (a) force-displacement response with the 
failures, and (b) interfacial slip-displacement curve. 
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Figure 3.14 Results for HC2D and SC2D panel types: (a) force-displacement response with the 
failures, and (b) interfacial slip-displacement curve. 
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Figure 3.15 Results for HC1P and SC1P panel types: (a) force-displacement response with the 
failures, and (b) interfacial slip-displacement curve. In (a) the colour of the arrows and text 
represents the specimen they describe. 
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Figure 3.16 DIC axial strain and locations of through-depth sections for (a) BC, HC and SC core, 
and (b) LC core. 
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Figure 3.17 Axial strain distribution on the surface of the sections near mid-span: (a) section 1 in 
LC1P, (b) section 1 in LC2P, (c) section 1 in BC2D, (d) section 2 in BC2D, (e) section 1 in SC1P, 
(f) section 2 in SC1P, (g) section 1 in SC2D, (h) section 2 in SC2D, (i) section 1 in HC1P, (j) 
section 2 in HC1P, (k) section 1 in HC2D, and (l) section 2 in HC2D. 
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Figure 3.18 Axial strain distribution of the panels along half of the span: (a) concrete top surface at 
SLS, (b) concrete top surface at ULS, (c) corrugation ridge bottom surface at SLS, (d) corrugation 
ridge bottom surface at ULS, (e) timber bottom surface at SLS, and (f) timber bottom surface at 
ULS. 
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 Appendix 3A. Figures of the failure mode in each HTCCC specimen 
Figure 3A.1 - Figure 3A.7 illustrate the failure modes observed in LC- specimens, BC1P, BC2D, 
HC1P, HC2D, SC1P and SC2D, respectively. 
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Figure 3A.1 Failure modes of specimen LC1P and LC2P. 
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Figure 3A.2 Failure modes of specimen BC1P. 
 
 
Figure 3A.3 Failure modes of specimen BC2D. 
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Figure 3A.4 Failure modes of specimen HC1P. 
 
 
Figure 3A.5 Failure modes of specimen HC2D. 
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Figure 3A.6 Failure modes of specimen SC1P. 
 
 
Figure 3A.7 Failure modes of specimen SC2D
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 Appendix 3B. Deflection and moment capacity and calculation of the hybrid timber concrete 
panels in Table 3.4 
3B.1 Deformation at SLS 
Deformation of a beam under four-point bending as shown in Figure 3B.1 was calculated by (Pilkey, 
2008): 
 
3 3 2 2
3 3 2 2
( )( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
6
( ( )) ( )
6
P L a LD x x a x L L a x
LEI L a
Pa L x L a x L a x
LEI a
−  = − − + − − − 
 + − − − + −  
  (3B.1) 
In section 3.4.4, the deformation of an HTC beam with full composite action and no composite action 
can be calculated by replacing EI in Equation (3B.1) to be the bending stiffness of a beam with no 
composite action (EI)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 = EcIc + EtIt, or the bending stiffness of a beam with full composite 
action (EI)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐∞ = (EI)0 + ∏EA∑EA (hc + ht)2. E is the elastic modulus, I is the second moment of area, 
A is the section area, h is the section height, and the subscripts c and t represent concrete and timber, 
respectively. 
3B.2 Moment capacity of HTC 
Moment capacities of the HTC section with full composite action in Table 3.4 were calculated using 
section analysis based on sections as shown in Figure 3B.2. For sections with height of 160mm, the 
concrete depth was a=125mm. For sections with height of 190mm, the concrete depth was a=155mm. 
In the section analysis, tensile strength of concrete was neglected, and the compressive behaviour of 
the concrete follows that defined in Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b), as: 
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  (3B.2) 
where, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 43MPa, based on the 28-days concrete cylinder test, 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 34GPa, 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐1 = 2.2‰, 
according to Eurocode 2. 
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Timber was assumed to be linear elastic with the properties of the 190×35mm MGP12 timber from 
AS1720.1 (2010). The characteristic tensile strength is fct=12MPa, with a coefficient of variation of 
COV=25%. The elastic modulus was 12700MPa, so the mean strength of timber can be calculated 
by: 
 
1 1.645
ct
t
ff
COV
=
−
  (3B.3) 
In the section analysis, timber failure controls the ultimate failure, so the strain at timber bottom 
surface 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 is the ultimate tensile strain of timber. 
References for Appendix 3B 
AS1720.1. (2010). Timber structures part 1: design methods. In: Standards Australia Limited. 
CEN. (2004b). Eurocode 2: design of concrete structures. In Part 1-1: general rules and rules for 
buildings. London, UK: British Standards Institution. 
Pilkey, W. D. (2008). Beams and Columns. In W. D. Pilkey (Ed.), Formulas for Stress, Strain, and 
Structural Matrices: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Figure 3B.1 A simply supported beam with four-point bending. 
 
 
 
Figure 3B.2 Cross section, strain and stress of the HTC panel section analysis. 
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Chapter 4. Experimental study of a hybrid timber-concrete panel system with 
digitally fabricated waffle core 
Ou, Y., Fernando, D., & Gattas, J. M. (2019). Experimental investigation of a novel concrete-timber 
floor panel system with digitally fabricated FRP-timber hollow core component. Construction and 
Building Materials, 227, 116667. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2019.08.048 
 
The experimental work in this paper was carried out by the first author. Test data was collected, 
analysed by the first author. Test results were interpreted by all the authors. The paper was drafted by 
the first author and revised by the other authors. 
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Chapter 4 Experimental study of a hybrid timber-concrete panel system with 
digitally fabricated waffle core 
4.1 Introduction 
From the study presented in the previous chapter, it was clear that use of corrugated core successfully 
reduced the concrete volume. No major failure was observed within the core, demonstrating the good 
performance of GFRP-timber composite laminate. Amongst the different core geometries 
investigated, longitudinal core (LC) specimens gave the best results, primarily due to good behaviour 
at the core-tensile timber interface and the ability of bonded interface to provide adequate interfacial 
shear transfer. 
There is however scope for further improvement, as most part of concrete within the valley regions 
of the core was in tension, providing a negligible contribution towards the load carrying capacity. 
Changes in the corrugated core geometry along the span resulted in complex stress states at the 
regions near the geometry change points, and concrete cracking initiated from those regions. There 
was also significant interfacial slip between the core and the timber in the transverse HTCCC 
specimens with no shear bolt reinforcement. 
A new core concept for HTCHC panel is proposed in this chapter, to rectify these issues and further 
improve the performance of HTCCC panels. In this new design, the corrugated core of the HTCCC 
panels was replaced by a waffle-shape core (called “waffle core” hereafter) as shown in Figure 4.1. 
The core is again composed of HFT material, but integral connections were introduced for shear 
transfer. The fabrication process and structural performance of this new design are presented in this 
Chapter. 
4.2 Panel design and the waffle core 
A 3D schematic view of the new HTCHC panel with a GFRP-timber waffle core (HTCWC) is shown 
in Figure 4.1. Compared to the HTCCC panels, the HTCWC design further reduces the volume of 
concrete within the section, with concrete now only located above the section neutral axis. 
The new waffle core uses digital fabrication techniques to generate integral interfacial connection 
features in core plates, hypothesised to give good interfacial shear resistance at the interfaces between 
concrete, core and timber layers. The use of integral connections also enables a streamlined panel 
fabrication, with 2D waffle-core plates suitable for CNC manufacture. The integral connection design 
rationale and connection tolerance calibration will be discussed in this section. 
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4.2.1 Integral connections 
The waffle core is composed of four component plate types: top and bottom face plates in the 
horizontal plane and longitudinal and transverse waffle plates in the vertical plane Figure 4.2. These 
are interlocked with three integral connection types as shown in Figure 4.2a: waffle plates are 
interlocked with a notch connection to form a square grid; and the core grid and face plates are 
connected with slot-and-tab press-fit connection variants at the top ⓐ and bottom ⓑ interfaces. 
At the concrete to core interface ⓐ, a deep tab as shown in Figure 4.2b was designed to act as both 
the male part of the press-fit core-face joint and the extra depth above the core top face as a shear key 
when embedded in the concrete compressive layer. The deep tab was in the transverse plate to give a 
wide shear plane and an integral circular hole feature was included for insertion of a timber dowel to 
resist the potential concrete peeling failure. The flat core face plate allows the concrete to be formed 
as a rectangular block. This feature, along with the deep tab shear keys distributed along the length 
of the panel, was hypothesized to reduce the concrete cracking caused by stress concentration as seen 
in the HTCCC panels (discussed in Chapter 3) and so enable strong core-concrete composite action. 
At the core to tensile timber interface ⓑ, two core versions as shown in Figure 4.3a and b were 
developed with slot connection variants with hypothesised differences in manufacturability and 
interfacial shear resistance. The two types of core used were: 
(a)  F-type core: This type of core had slots embedded in a bottom face plate made of HFT 
material as shown in Figure 4.2c. Waffle plate tabs were connected to face plate slots and then 
the smooth bottom face was bonded to tensile timber by adhesive. Connection between the 
bottom face and the tensile timber provides a continuously bonded interface through the panel 
length. This bonded area, which is larger than the bonded area available in the longitudinal-
cored HTCCC specimens, is expected to provide a better shear transfer at the interface. 
(b) T-type core: This type of core had slots embedded directly into the tensile timber layer as 
shown in Figure 4.2d. Interfacial shear action between core and tensile timber layers is then 
through waffle plate tabs connected directly to the timber. The presence of the discontinuity 
at the core-tensile timber interface due to the tabs may lead to stress concentrations near the 
slots. However, inclusion of the tabs is expected to provide mechanical shear connection 
between the core and the tensile timber layers. 
F-type specimens, which use an FRP-timber laminate bonded to the bottom tensile timber to connect 
the waffle core tabs, were believed to provide a better strength at the tab locations than T-type 
specimens due to existence of FRP reinforcement. However, the T-type specimens are more 
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economical as compared with the F-type specimen, as it removed one core face plate and had better 
control in fabrication accuracy as the tensile timber slots precisely aligned with core tabs. Thus, both 
core types are of interest in the core design. 
4.2.2 Connection parametric design and tolerance study 
All component core plates were generated using a parametric superposition method, whereby plate 
drawings are assembled from multiple individual parametrically-specified joint details (Gattas & 
You, 2016). Notch, tab, and slot joint details are shown in Figure 4.3. Connection tolerance is known 
to have a strong effect on mechanical performance of digitally-fabricated joints (Al-Qaryouti, Gattas, 
Shi, & McCann, 2016; Robeller, 2015; Stitic, Robeller, & Weinand, 2018), and so final joint 
dimensions were found following a calibration study being undertaken on the CNC machines. HFT 
core joints were manufactured and calibrated by on a Nexus Water Line CNC waterjet cutting 
machine with a kerf diameter of 0.8mm. Tensile timber joints (slots for T-type only) were 
manufactured and calibrated on a MultiCAM (SR2412v) CNC router with router bit diameter of 8mm. 
Three types of connection parameters and tolerances were calibrated: (a) tab-to-slot connection 
between waffle plate and core face components at interface ⓐ and ⓑ (Figure 4.2a), (b) tab-to-slot 
connection between waffle plate and tensile timber components at interface ⓑ (Figure 4.2d) and (c) 
notch-to-notch connection between core waffle plate components (Figure 4.2a). Calibration aimed to 
achieve a snug fit between parts while still able to be assembled by hand. Tab and slot connections 
in type (a) and (b) were calibrated at a 0.3mm tolerance along the length of the tab and slot, and at 
10+0.2mm along the slot width, with a 0.2mm oversize to ease the hand assembling. Notch 
connections in type (c) were calibrated at 10mm, to account for the slight variation in the thickness 
of laminated HFT plate. Additional minor features were introduced to ease assembly, including a 
2mm wide leading edge and a router bit diameter offset as shown in Figure 4.3f. 
4.3 Panel design, materials and fabrication 
4.3.1 Panel geometry 
Overall panel depth, width, and length were set as 195mm, 600mm, and 2400mm, respectively. The 
195mm depth was made up of a 50mm concrete layer (including a 10mm concrete cover above the 
40mm deep tabs), and a 35mm (F-type) or 45mm (T-type) timber layer. Remaining height for the 
core was then 110mm for both types, as the T-type panel has core tabs embedded 10mm into the 
timber layer slots. The hollow waffle core dimensions were selected to give a two-thirds (67%) 
reduction in concrete volume as compared to a typical HTC specimen assuming the same total section 
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height and a 45mm thick tensile timber. Longitudinal and transverse waffle plate spacing was 150mm 
each way and end plates were 75mm back from the panel edge on all sides. The diameter and length 
of oak dowels were designed as 19mm and 130mm, respectively, for ease of installation.  
Similar to Chapter 3 in designing the core geometry, a section analysis was conducted in the designed 
section as shown in Figure 4.4, assuming a linear strain profile along the thickness of the section. 
This showed the selected layer dimensions gave a neutral axis 65.4mm away from the top surface of 
concrete top surface, which leaves the concrete layer acting predominantly in compression. In section 
analysis, the failure was again controlled by tensile timber failure. Linear elastic properties with 
elastic modulus of 10.5GPa and 13.3GPa were used for the plywood in the core and lumber glue 
laminated (LGL) timber in the bottom layer, respectively (AS1720.1, 2010; Hyne & Son Pty Ltd, 
2018). The stress-strain relationship for nonlinear structural analysis provided by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 
2004b) was used to model the concrete compressive behaviour, while the concrete strength was 
supposed to be 38MPa. It neglected the contribution of GFRP again because of its low volume. 
4.3.2 Material properties 
The tensile timber layer was composed of two Hyne Timber LGL product with each board dimensions 
of 300×45×2400mm. The longitudinal tensile strength, tensile modulus, and shear strength of the 
LGL timber were 16MPa, 13.3GPa, and 3.7 MPa, respectively (Hyne & Son Pty Ltd, 2018). Concrete 
used in all the specimens in this chapter was cast from the same batch. Concrete compressive strength 
was captured at 28 days and the testing day (50-day) after the concrete casting, according to AS1012 
(AS1012.8.1, 2014; AS1012.9, 2014). The strength of the concrete samples was as listed in Table 
4.1. 
The HFT material in the core was comprised of three layers: a layer of 860gsm bi-axial GFRP fabric 
bonded to each side of a 7mm three-layer plywood using polyurethane adhesive “Purbond”. HFT 
layer thickness was 9.30±0.50mm, as measured by a digital calliper with a measurement accuracy of 
0.01mm. Longitudinal waffle plates were manufactured with a plywood face layer grain direction 
parallel to span of the panel; transverse waffle plates were manufactured with a plywood face layer 
grain direction parallel to height of the panel. The tensile, compressive and shear properties of the 
fabricated HFT boards were tested in accordance with ASTM Standard D3500 (2014), ASTM 
Standard D6641/D6641M (2016), and ASTM Standard D7078/7078M (2012). Average values of the 
test results are listed in Table 4.2, and the detailed material test report of the HFT boards is listed in 
Appendix 4A. 
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Ampreg 22 epoxy resin was used to bond core and timber layers. The tensile strength and tensile 
modulus of the Ampreg 22 epoxy were 54.6MPa and 3.89GPa, respectively, according to information 
provided by Gurit AG (2018). 
4.3.3 Fabrication 
After determining the geometry and material of the specimens, four HTCWC specimens were 
manufactured, with two identical specimens of each core type. Similar to the fabrication process of 
the HTCCC specimens, a compression moulding method was again used for the GFRP-timber 
laminate core fabrication. Digital fabrication methods and CNC machines were also used to 
streamline the manufacturing process. The detailed fabrication process is described in this section, 
and as shown in Figure 4.5. 
4.3.3.1 Core fabrication and tensile timber preparations 
Firstly, the core components and the tensile timber boards were prepared with the following steps: 
(a) Fabricate the HFT boards. Layers of materials were placed on top of a 50mm flat plywood 
board, from bottom to top: plastic sheet, plywood, adhesive, GFRP fabric, porous release film 
and breather fabric. This layered stack was then repeated twice, so three pieces of laminates 
can be fabricated at one time, limited by the adhesive setting time. The adhesive amount was 
approximately 0.434L/m2. The whole stack including the bottom thick plywood was then 
vacuumed under pressure for 4 hours and then left 20 hours for further cure before removing 
the bag. After finishing one side of each board, the boards were flipped over and finished on 
the other side with the same process. In total, nine pieces of 1200×2400mm HFT panels were 
fabricated based on the required components for the four designed HTCWC panels and the 
HFT coupon tests. Compared to the compression moulding method used for the corrugated 
core, it was easier to apply it at the flat surfaces, regarding the labour expenses of stacking the 
materials and applying the adhesive. 
(b) Cutting core plates using waterjet cutter. After completing the tolerance calibration as 
described in Section 4.2.2, core components were cut by waterjet cutter. Components were 
nested in each HFT board, with an 80.2% utilisation rate achieved for the materials. Higher 
usage could have been reached where more samples fabricated. 
(c) Preparing the tensile timber using CNC router. For T-type specimens, 10mm deep slots were 
cut in the tensile timber by CNC router. For F-type specimens, a 10mm thick layer was 
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trimmed off in tensile timber by CNC router, therefore the total thickness will be the same as 
the T-type after bonding the core bottom face. 
4.3.3.2 Panel fabrication 
After the core components were completed, the panels were assembled with the following steps: 
(a) Assembling the core and tensile timber. For F-type panels, epoxy with slow hardener was first 
applied to the top surface of LGL board with a brush, and then core bottom face attached. The 
following steps are the same for both panel types: longitudinal plates, transverse plates, and 
core top face components were inserted into the part below them successively, with epoxy 
applied between each connecting surface. After assembling, pressure was applied by vacuum 
bag for 24 hours for proper adhesive bonding. 
(b) Concrete casting. After adhesive cured, an oak dowel was inserted into each of the hole in the 
deep tab, centred at the tab line. Concrete was then cast in plywood formwork and 
subsequently cured in indoor conditions for a minimum 28 days. The self-weight of F1, F2, 
T1 and T2 were 221kg, 221kg, 225kg and 223kg, respectively. 
4.4 Experimental test and flexural behaviour of the panels 
4.4.1 Test setup and instrumentations 
To investigate the flexural behaviour of the HTCWC panels, all four specimens were tested under 
four-point bending, similar to the specimens presented in Chapter 3. Loading was applied using a 
1MN servo-hydraulic MTS machine under displacement control at a rate of 2mm per minute. Two 
line loads were applied on the specimen using a spreader beam. The clear span between supports was 
2250mm and the distance between loading lines was 640mm. A schematic of the test setup is shown 
in Figure 4.6. 
During the test, load was measured by the MTS machine and vertical displacement captured over the 
panel span by four linear position transducers (LP1~LP4), as shown in Figure 4.6a. Strain gauges and 
digital image correlation (DIC) system were used to measure the axial strain through the depth around 
mid-span. In F1 and T1 specimens, DIC measurements were conducted on concrete, tensile timber, 
and two core faces over three units near mid-span. Two strain gauges SF1 and SF2 were installed on 
the longitudinal core surface at mid-span. In F2 and T2 specimens, strain gauges were installed along 
the depth at mid-span as follows: SF1~SF3 in the concrete layer, SF4 in the core top face plate, and 
SF5~SF6 in the core longitudinal waffle plates. For F2 specimen, SF7 was installed in core bottom 
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face plate and SF8~SF9 in the timber layer, whereas for T2 specimen, SF7~SF9 were installed in the 
timber layer. Strain gauge locations are shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.6b. 
To further assess the interfacial shear behaviour at the concrete-core and core-tensile timber interfaces 
and the core shear deformation at the specimen ends, DIC instrumentation was used on concrete, 
tensile timber, and two core faces at the end three core units in F2 and T2, also as shown in Figure 
4.6a. In all the regions with DIC measurement, speckle patterning as shown in Figure 4.6c was applied 
on the target surfaces. Surface treatment and speckle application were as follows: the concrete surface 
was applied with a thin layer of plastic bond, sanded, and painted; the timber surface was sanded and 
painted. 
To assess the strain distribution within each surface in the specimens, more strain gauges were 
installed, as shown in Figure 4.6d. Specifically, strain gauges T1-1~T1-9, M1-1~M1-9 and B1-1~B1-
9 were installed along the middle line on concrete top, core top face and tensile timber bottom 
surfaces, respectively; T1 (2, 3, 4)-1, M1 (2, 3, 4)-1 and B1 (2, 3, 4)-1 were installed along the width 
at mid-span at these three surfaces. 
Additionally, when designing the test instrumentations, two LVDTs were installed at each end of 
each panel, intending to measure the relative deformation of the core to concrete and core to timber 
layers. However, because of the large shear deformation of the longitudinal core plates, the data 
recorded by LVDTs did not show the real relative deformations. This will be further discussed in 
Section 4.5.3 and Appendix 4B. 
4.4.2 Load-displacement behaviour 
Load versus mid-span displacement curves for all specimens are shown in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.7, 
the left-hand side vertical axis shows the total load, while the right-hand side vertical axis shows the 
equivalent uniformly distributed load (UDL). The equivalent UDL was defined as the UDL to give 
the same maximum bending moment as the concentrated load. The ultimate load capacity and load at 
SLS for all specimens are summarized in Table 4.3. SLS is defined when mid-span deformation 
equals to span/300=7.5mm. 
Up to the SLS, the load-displacement curves of all the specimens showed almost linear behaviour 
and possessed a similar stiffness. After SLS, stiffness of all the specimens slightly reduced but stayed 
at a relatively high level until a softening point at approximate loads of 98kN for F1, 79kN for F2, 
94kN for T1, and 81kN for T2. After the softening point, curves start to become significantly 
nonlinear and stiffness of the curves drops significantly. All the specimens reached ultimate failure 
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at a mid-span deformation of approximately 130-140mm. The ultimate loads of specimens F1, F2, 
T1, and T2 are 109.6kN, 109.5kN, 118.3kN, and 115.3kN, respectively. The coefficients of variations 
(COV=𝜎𝜎/𝜇𝜇) of Pu and load at SLS were calculated for each type of the specimens and are also 
summarised in Table 4.3, where 𝜎𝜎 and 𝜇𝜇 are the standard deviation and average value of the loads in 
the two identical specimens, respectively. It can be observed that both F- and T-type specimens had 
similar load-displacement behaviour regarding the load-carrying capacity and initial stiffness, with a 
slightly higher variation seen in F-type panels. The T-type specimens had a slightly higher 5%-8% 
ultimate failure load as compared to the F-type specimens. Behaviour was highly ductile regarding 
the long non-linear stage before ultimate failure and much more than was achieved by typical HTC 
panels (Gutkowski, Brown, Shigidi, & Natterer, 2008; Lukaszewska, Fragiacomo, & Johnsson, 
2010). A closer investigation of failure modes is undertaken in Section 4.4.3 to better understand the 
behaviour of the panels.  
4.4.3 Failure mode 
Multiple different failure modes were observed during the tests. Figure 4.8a-e show five failure modes 
common to all specimens while Figure 4.8f and g showing their observed time of occurrence during 
testing. Failure modes include: FM1 concrete-core interface failure due to peeling at the end regions, 
FM2 concrete flexural-shear cracking close to loading lines, FM3 concrete cracking between loading 
and support lines initiated from deep tab locations, FM4 longitudinal waffle plate crushing followed 
by buckling at panel ends, and FM5 tensile timber rupture. 
No visible failures were observed in specimens until the SLS load, that is up to a load of 
approximately 40-50kN. With further increase in load, no visible failures occurred up to a load of 
approximately 70-80kN, however small noises were heard which indicate some cracking in non-
visible regions within the panel. Such cracking may have contributed to the slight reduction of 
stiffness observed in the load-displacement curves when the load was about 40kN to 80kN. 
In all the specimens, FM1~FM3 occurred first around the stiffness softening points. FM1 caused 
debonding of concrete and core top face at the end regions, which will eliminate the load transfer 
between concrete and the core in those regions. FM2 and FM3 failures decreased the effective 
concrete section, as well as reduced the composite action in cracked regions, thus contributed towards 
reducing the load capacity of the specimen. It should be noted that all the observed FM3 cracking 
was aligned with the transverse core shear tab locations, as seen in Figure 4.8c. Near the shear tabs, 
complex stress state exists, and likely to attract high stresses due to singularities. These complex and 
high-stress values are believed to have promoted the FM3 cracking in concrete. FM4 was a 
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progressive failure; it started at the ends of the specimens with longitudinal plate crushing and 
developed inwards shown as plate buckling with the increase of mid-span deformation. It was caused 
by the significant shear deformation of the longitudinal core waffle plates, as shown in Figure 4.8d. 
FM5 was the ultimate failure mode of all the specimens, with all tests terminated after tensile timber 
ruptures were observed at a few places and load started to drop. 
Apart from FM1~FM5, some other failure modes were observed only in some of the specimens as 
shown in Figure 4.9. These failures happened locally and did not develop to be server failures, 
therefore were judged to be less directly relevant to the overall panel behaviour. Interlayer shear 
failure between concrete and core top face (FM6, Figure 4.9a) was observed only in T2 when the 
mid-span displacement was 9.9mm. Concrete bending crack between two loading points (FM7, 
Figure 4.9a) was observed in F2 and T2 when the mid-span displacements were 30.2mm and 24.8mm, 
respectively. Plywood delamination (FM8, Figure 4.9b) within the transverse core was observed in 
F2, T1 and T2 when the mid-span displacement was 88.5mm, 98.4mm and 46.8mm, respectively. 
Delamination between GFRP and plywood (FM9, Figure 4.9c) was observed at one end of a 
longitudinal waffle plate in F2, when displacement was 61.9mm. A few tabs in longitudinal waffle 
plate top were pulled out from the slots in core top face (FM10, Figure 4.9d) in F2 and T1, when the 
displacements were 90.7mm and 114.5mm, respectively. Detailed failure mode of each specimen is 
also documented in Appendix 4C. 
It should be noted that FM6 and FM7 were only observed in T2 or F2 because a thin plastic bond 
layer was accidentally applied on (a) concrete and top core layer surface in T2 and (b) concrete surface 
in F2 without applying white paint on it (as shown in Figure 4.9a). As a result, when there was any 
slip between the concrete and core top face or crack in concrete, crack can be observed in the plastic 
bond surface. Small slip or concrete bending crack may happen in other specimens as well, however 
as no plastic bond was applied at this region, they were not visually observed. FM8~FM10 were all 
local failures that happened only in one or few specimens when the deformation was large, large 
deformation and localized bonding problems could be the reason for these failures. 
4.4.4 Strain distribution within different surfaces 
Strain data on the concrete top, core top face, and tensile timber bottom surfaces along half of the 
span and half of the width were measured by the strain gauges, located as shown in Figure 4.6d. The 
measured strain data are listed in this section to show the strain distribution (a) along the length and 
(b) along the width of each specimen. 
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4.4.4.1 Strain along the length 
Strain varies with the moment distribution along the length of the panels. The location of the slots 
may also affect the strain distribution, especially within the core layer. The strain of the concrete top, 
core face top and tensile timber bottom surfaces along half of the specimen were as shown in Figure 
4.10. The data were captured by strain gauges (T, M, B) 1-1~1-9, and the data at SLS and when load 
was 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 were chosen to show the development of the strain distribution. The reason for choosing 
0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐  instead of 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐  to demonstrate the strain distribution at high load level was that specimens 
experienced very large deformation before reaching the ultimate failure, so some strain gauges were 
damaged at the ultimate stage so no strain data could be captured. In Figure 4.10, x=0mm is the mid-
span of the specimens, the vertical line at x=320mm represents the loading point. 
At SLS, strain in all the specimens was small (less than 1000𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and decreased overall from mid-
span to the end of the panels in each layer. Concrete top (T) and timber bottom (B) layers were 
predominantly under compression and tension, respectively, except near the support zone. 
At the pre-peak loading stage (0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐), there were more strain variations in different layers. The 
concrete and timber surfaces were still predominantly under compression and tension, respectively. 
Overall, in concrete and timber layers, the strain between the loading point and mid-span was higher 
than the rest part of the panel. It can also be observed that between the loading points, on the concrete 
surface, there were some strain variations between the points aligned with the slots in the face and 
those which did not. Specifically, the compressive strain at the points aligned with the slots (T1-2 and 
T1-4) was higher than it at T1-1 and T1-3, because the tabs embedded in the concrete deceased the 
concrete volume in these sections. On the timber bottom surface, there was a peak tensile zone beside 
the loading point in each of the panels. The core top face was under compressive load between the 
loading points and under high tensile force near the support. 
4.4.4.2 Strain along the width 
The strain distribution in different surfaces along half of the specimen width at SLS and at 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 was 
as shown in Figure 4.11, measured by strain gauges (T, M, B 1, 2, 3, 4)-1 on the three surfaces. In 
Figure 4.11, x=0mm represents middle line of the section. It can again be seen that at both stages, 
timber bottom (B) and concrete top (T) surfaces were under tension and compression, respectively. 
At SLS, there was negligible difference in the axial strain along the width within each layer. At 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, 
there were small strain variations in timber bottom and concrete top surfaces, and the strain near panel 
edge was slightly higher than the middle region. Strain on top face of the core (M) was overall under 
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compression and fluctuated over the width, due to the location of each strain gauge, which means 
strain was smaller between two slots than the continuous sections. 
4.5 Interlayer behaviour of the panels 
Interlayer behaviour is the determining factor in the composite action and structural performance of 
composite structures. This section shall examine three data sets collected from tested specimens to 
understand their interfacial behaviour: (a) strain distribution through panel depth at mid-span, (b) the 
relative slip at two interfaces at specimen ends, and (c) core deformation at specimen ends. A data 
extraction method as discussed in Section 4.5.2 was used to get the slip values at two interfaces and 
the shear deformation of the core part from the DIC measurement. 
4.5.1 Strain distribution through panel depth at mid-span 
Strain distribution through the panel depth at mid-span of the specimens was illustrated in Figure 
4.12. In Figure 4.12, y=0mm is the top surface of the panels, y=-195mm is the bottom surface of the 
panels, locations of different layers are indicated by dotted lines, and a vertical line at x=0𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 is shown 
to demarcate tensile (positive) and compressive (negative) strain regions. Strain distributions are 
plotted for specimen at SLS, and when loads were 60%, 90% and 100% of the ultimate load, chosen 
to show the development of strain during the test. In F1 and T1, the data were collected by DIC (on 
concrete and timber surfaces) and strain gauges SF1 and SF2 (on longitudinal core plate). In F2 and 
T2, data was captured only by strain gauges SF1~SF9, as distributed in Figure 4.6b. Concrete and 
timber layers at mid-span would be expected to act in pure compression and pure tension, 
respectively, if high composite action is achieved, and strain values would be expected to increase 
with load. 
In F1 and F2 specimens, the strain from core to tensile timber was linear during the whole test, 
indicating that full composite action was achieved at this interface. At the concrete to core top face 
interface, a strain difference is seen in all specimens which increases with load, indicating only partial 
composite action was achieved. When looking at the strain from longitudinal core plate to tensile 
timber, strain distribution was linear in F1 specimen before the load reached 0.6𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, showing high 
composite action at this stage. In F2 and T-type specimens, there was also no obvious discontinuity 
at this interface before 0.6𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, indicating good composite action was realised. After 0.6𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, obvious 
discontinuity was observed at the core to timber interface in all specimens, representing decreasing 
composite action. At the concrete to longitudinal core plate interface, strain discontinuity is observed 
in all the specimens, so only partial composite action was achieved. 
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Regarding material behaviour, the timber layer is concluded to perform as designed, as it was 
predominantly under tension until the load reached 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, except in T2. Before reaching 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐, the 
concrete layer in F1 and T1was mostly under compression as designed. However, in F2 and T2, the 
concrete was partially under tension, especially at the late stage of the tests, resulting from the partial 
composite action at the concrete-core interface. At the ultimate stage, both the concrete and timber 
layers had their compression and tension regions in all the specimens, result from large deformations 
at ultimate load (more than 120mm), and low interlayer composite action. The core layer was mostly 
under compression during the tests and with strain increasing with load. In F2, as strain gauges 
SF1~SF3 were located in a section with a concrete bending crack (FM7), very large tensile strain was 
captured in the upper concrete layer (by strain gauge SF1), and no strain data was captured at the 
lower concrete part (SF2 and SF3) after the load reaches 0.9𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐  because the strain gauges were 
damaged. 
Furthermore, it can be observed that at the ultimate stage (when load was 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐), maximum timber tensile 
strains in T-type specimens (3397𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 in T1 and 2904 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 in T2) were much higher than in F-type 
specimens (1558𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 in F1 and 1498 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 in F2). This suggests that the timber used in T1 and T2 had a 
higher strain capacity than those used in F1 and F2. Therefore, a direct comparison of ultimate load 
in T-type and F-type may not be possible due to lower tensile timber capacity used in F-type 
specimens. 
4.5.2 Data extraction method for slip and shear deformation from DIC conservation 
A data extraction method was used to get the slip values at two interfaces and the shear deformation 
of the core part from the DIC conservation in specimens F2 and T2. One end region of a specimen 
before and during the test are shown in Figure 4.13a and b, respectively. Deformation along the global 
x-axis in Figure 4.13a was captured by DIC, with several deformation values are extracted: (a) panel 
global rotation angle 𝛼𝛼, (b) relative slip at interface A between concrete and core top face ∆𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐_𝐴𝐴, 
(c) relative slip at interface B between core bottom face and tensile timber ∆𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐_𝐵𝐵 (only valid in F-
type specimens), and (d) core shear deformation ∆𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. Depth points a to e as shown in Figure 4.13 
were used to calculate deformations as follows. 
It was assumed that there was no relative vertical deformation between different layers in the 
specimen, so at the same cross section, different layers had the same curvature and thus the same 
rotation angle 𝛼𝛼. As the shear stiffness of concrete was much larger than the core part, it was assumed 
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that the concrete part rotated as a rigid body and so 𝛼𝛼 can be calculated from the relative movement 
of points a and b by: 
 arcsin( )a b
ab
u u
L
α
−
=   (4.1) 
where 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 is the deformation of point i in x-axis by DIC system, 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 is the original distance between 
points i and j. 
At the top interface A as shown in Figure 4.13 c, the slip value ∆𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐_𝐴𝐴 can be calculated by: 
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Similarly, at the bottom interface B, ∆𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐_𝐵𝐵 can be calculated in the same way between points d and 
e following: 
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The shear deformation of the core was defined to be the relative deformation between the concrete 
bottom surface and tensile timber top surface, as shown in Figure 4.13d, so was extracted by: 
 tan
cos
e b
shear be
u uU L α
α
−
∆ = +   (4.4) 
4.5.3 Interfacial slip at top and bottom interfaces 
Interfacial slip values at the top and bottom interfaces of F2 are extracted from the DIC data, as shown 
in Figure 4.14. More results of the interfacial slip in other specimens are given in Appendix 4B. It 
can be seen that at the core bottom to tensile timber interface, the slip is negligible at less than 
0.02mm, and so full composite action was achieved by the adhesive bonding at this interface. At the 
concrete to core top interface, slip increases with deformation up to a maximum value of 5.6mm at 
the end of the test and so partial composite action was achieved. Both of these observations agree 
with the strain observation at mid-span. However, as the shear force transferred at the two interfaces 
cannot be quantified, the shear stiffness achieved by the integral connectors are not clear from this 
test. 
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To check the possible contributor of the shear slip, part of the concrete layer at one end of a specimen 
was removed after the test, as shown in Figure 4.15, and no failure was observed within the shear 
tabs. Therefore, it is believed that slip at this interface was mostly caused by accumulated concrete 
cracking (failure mode FM3), and possibly with additional elastic deformation of the shear tabs. In 
building applications, this concrete cracking can be effectively eliminated by adding small amount of 
metal or FRP reinforcing mesh. 
4.5.4 Core shear deformation 
As was seen in Section 4.4.3, core shear failure played an important role in the flexural behaviour for 
all the specimens and was hypothesised to be the primary contributor to the panel ductility. Core shear 
deformation (the differential movement between concrete and timber layers) was extracted from DIC 
measurements. Core shear deformation versus the load for F2 and T2 specimens is as shown in Figure 
4.16. The two specimens had very similar core shear deformation during the tests. It was negligible 
when the load was under 40kN (less than 1mm), followed by a small increase to approximately 3mm 
for T2 and 5mm for F2 when load was 80kN, then the shear stiffness of both specimens decreased 
significantly. Reducing stiffness of the curve indicates softening in local interfacial shear stress-slip 
relationship as commonly observed in bonded interfaces (Fernando, Yu, & Teng, 2014; Yuan, Teng, 
Seracino, Wu, & Yao, 2004). The maximum shear deformations observed in F2 and T2 were 31.6mm 
and 27.5mm, respectively. 
It can be observed that core shear deformations are much larger than the interfacial slip values and so 
represent the main contributor for the interlayer performance within the specimens. As the core shear 
deformation started from very early stage of the tests, before the failure mode FM4 was observed, the 
decreased shear stiffness may be the reason for the panel overall stiffness reduction after the initial 
linear stage. Additionally, as the core shear deformation developed steadily over the test, it is likely 
the main reason for the observed ductile behaviour of the panels. 
4.6 Discussion 
4.6.1 Structural behaviour of the waffle-core panels 
The new HTCWC system with digitally-fabricated core showed excellent structural behaviour, 
including the linear stage before SLS, and a strong and ductile ultimate stage. Strong interlayer 
connectivity was achieved by the integral connections, resulting in high composite action at both 
interfaces and highly efficient material usage in concrete and tensile timber layers. A new longitudinal 
core ductile shear failure was identified as contributing to the ductile behaviour of the panels. 
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HTCCC floor system regarding the weight-specific capacity, as the unit self-weight was decreased while the 
moment capacity was increased, a 93% higher weight-specific capacity was realized in the HTCWC specimens 
(of an average at 491.4 × 10−3𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁 ∙ 𝑚𝑚2/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) than the best performed HTCCC specimen (254.6 × 10−3𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁 ∙
𝑚𝑚2/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 in LC specimens). The similar failure modes and load-displacement behaviour observed for all 
specimens indicated the stable quality of the fabrication method. The minimal level of observed pull-
off and interfacial shear slips indicates the efficacy of the integral shear key design. 
Different core types did not cause major differences in the flexural response and load capacity, 
because no interfacial failure between the core and tensile timber layer happened before the ultimate 
failure in both types of the specimens. Though the T-type specimens delivered 5-8% higher load 
capacity than the F-type specimens, the strain observation indicates that it may result from lower 
grade timber in the F-type specimens. Yet, from the manufacturing process and economical 
perspectives, both types had pros and cons: (a) T-type is more economical as bottom HFT face was 
saved comparing to the F-type; (b) in F-type, only one type of CNC machine (waterjet cutting 
machine) was needed for the fabrication while for T-type, an extra CNC router was needed. Thus, the 
decision of choosing the panel type should be based on the condition of the application. 
4.6.2 HTCWC performance to other panel systems 
Similar to HTCCC in Chapter 3, the performance of the HTCWC system was compared with HTC 
sections with similar geometry (600mm width, 35mm thick timber with solid concrete of 160mm 
height) and with full composite action. The comparison of the ultimate moment capacity and the 
stiffness efficiency was as listed in Table 4.4. The calculation methods of the moment capacity of the 
idealised HTC section Mfull and the Efficiency at SLS in Table 4.4 were the same as documented in 
Section 3.4.4 and Appendix 3B, though the concrete and timber properties were chosen according to 
the concrete cylinder strength, Hyne & Son Pty Ltd (2018) and AS1720.1 (2010). 
It can be seen that compared to the HTC system with full composite action, HTCWC specimens 
achieved 80%-86% ultimate moment capacity, which was much higher than the HTCCC specimens 
(only 30%-73% achieved). More importantly, the efficiency at the serviceability state was very high, 
at 90%-93%, again shows that good composite action and the high overall stiffness at this stage. 
Furthermore, the weight-specific moment capacity of specimens in this chapter are compared with 
calculated capacities for equivalent RC and HTC specimens. Equivalency is defined as possessing 
the cross-section size of 600mm wide and 195mm deep, as shown in Figure 4.17. The moment 
capacity of the RC and HTC members are calculated according to Australian concrete design standard 
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AS3600 (2009) and Eurocode 5 (CEN, 2004a), respectively, and the calculation process is detailed 
explained in Appendix 4D. In the RC specimen, 6 𝜙𝜙20 tensile reinforced steel bars are used, with 
300MPa yield strength and 30mm concrete cover. The HTC specimens are composed of 80mm thick 
concrete and 115mm thick timber layer. Three typical shear connectors were chosen: HTC(1) with 
the 10mm profiled steel bars (Dias, 2005), HTC(2) with rectangular notch with screw (Deam, 
Fragiacomo, & Buchanan, 2007), and HTC(3) with round notch with screw (Deam et al., 2007). The 
shear stiffness values of the connectors were taken from the tested data in the referenced literature. It 
is assumed the span of the HTC specimens is 2.25m, with four shear connectors across cross section 
width at uniform 140mm centres. Shear connector rows are then located at 150mm spacing in the 
direction of panel span. In the calculation, the compressive strength and elastic modulus of concrete 
are 38MPa and 33GPa, respectively. The tensile strength and elastic modulus of the timber in the 
HTC specimen are the same as the LGL described in Section 4.3.2. Self-weight of the RC and HTC 
specimens are calculated assuming densities of concrete and timber ae 2400kg/m3 and 650kg/m3, 
respectively. Weight of metal connectors in the HTC specimens was neglected. 
Calculated values are summarised Table 4.5, along with the averaged experimental values from 
HTCWC specimens tested in this study. It can be seen that the weight-specific moment capacity of 
the HTCWC members is 44.2% higher than an equivalent RC member, and 10.6%-28.7% higher than 
the HTC members with different typical shear connectors. Ultimate failure of the RC and HTC 
specimens was controlled by the tensile failure of steel reinforcement and timber bottom surfaces, 
respectively. 
Similar to the HTCCC specimens, the ductility of the HTCWC specimens has been evaluated based 
on the ratio of deformation at ultimate state to deformation at yielding point. It was found that the 
HTCWC specimens were highly ductile as well compared with the typical HTC specimens, with this 
ratio between 10.0~12.3 for the former and less than 2.0 for the later. The yield deformation and 
ultimate deformation of the HTCWC specimens are as listed in Table 4.6. 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter presented a new type of hybrid timber-concrete panel with a digitally-fabricated waffle 
core. The use of digital fabrication techniques allowed a number of integral connection features to be 
introduced to improve manufacturability and composite action, and these were demonstrated to be 
effective through fabrication and testing of four panel specimens under four-point bending. The 
panels displayed excellent structural characteristics, including the linear initial stage, ductile pre-
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ultimate stage and a weight-specific capacity well above comparable RC and HTC panels. The main 
findings from this series of tests are summarised as follows: 
1. Very consistent behaviour was observed in all specimens, indicating the effectiveness of 
CNC manufacturing techniques in achieving high manufacturing quality and consistency. 
Changing core type in this study did not have significant effects on the structural behaviour 
for the specimens. As both F-type and T-type had their merits regarding the fabrication, 
the decision on which type to choose should be based on the condition of practice. 
2. Efficient connection between panel layers was achieved without steel connectors by using 
integral jointing techniques. Full bonding was identified at the interface between core 
bottom face and tensile timber. Partial composite action was achieved between concrete 
and core top face by the tab. Partial composite action was delivered by the waffle-shaped 
core at the core to top concrete and bottom timber interfaces. Shear stiffness accomplished 
by the integral connections can be further investigated by pull-out tests. 
3. High material usage efficiency was achieved in this study, with timber layer acting 
primarily under tension in all the specimens, and concrete layer were primarily under 
compression in two of the specimens, until 90% ultimate load. 
4. The HTCWC panels in this study significantly outperformed the previous HTCCC 
specimens, equivalent RC beam and HTC systems with different types of shear connectors, 
in terms of weight-specific moment capacity. They also achieved very high ultimate 
moment capacity and stiffness at serviceability limit state, compared to the HTC system 
with full composite action. There is scope for further improvements to the HTCWC system 
that concrete layer and core failures have been observed and their contribution to flexural 
performance to be understood. 
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Table 4.1 Concrete compressive strength of the HTCWC batch. 
Sample age Sample # Strength (MPa) Average strength (MPa) 
28 days 
1 38.4 
37.2 2 37.0 
3 36.3 
Testing day 
(50 days) 
1 39.4 
40.2 2 40.1 
3 41.0 
 
 
Table 4.2 Properties of the HFT boards. 
Specimens Orientation 
Mean strength 
(MPa) 
Specimen 
number 
COV 
(%) 
Mean modulus 
(MPa) 
Specimen 
number 
COV 
(%) 
Tensile 
L 53.14 18 17.9 5614.66 17 18.9 
T 53.46 16 38.2 4093.98 16 27.6 
Compressive 
L 31.53 18 13.9 7229.99 18 15.7 
T 21.50 18 17.9 5097.67 16 19.9 
Shear L 9.20 18 12.2 500.42 16 9.6 
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Table 4.3 Key values of the load-deformation behaviour from tested HTCWC panels. 
Specimen ID 
Ultimate load Pu 
(kN) 
COV (%) SLS load (kN) COV (%) 
F1 109.6 
0.06 
51.9 
14.25 
F2 109.5 42.4 
T1 118.3 
1.82 
49.0 
2.13 
T2 115.3 50.5 
 
 
Table 4.4 Evaluation of capacity and efficiency of HTCWC to HTC with full composite action. 
Specimen Mfull (kNm) Mexp (kNm) Mexp/Mfull Efficiency a 
F1 
55.3 
44.1 80% 93% 
F2 44.1 80% 90% 
T1 47.6 86% 93% 
T2 46.4 84% 93% 
a Calculated using Equation (3.1) at SLS. 
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Table 4.5 Comparison of HTCWC to HTC and RC members. 
Specimens 
Moment 
capacity (kNm) 
Unit weight 
(kg/m) 
Connection type 
Weight-specific capacity 
(× 10−3)a 
HFTC-F/T 45.6 b 92.7 b Adhesive and integral connection 491.4b 
RC 100.7 295.6 - 340.7 
HTC (1) 61.1 160.1 10mm steel bar 381.8 
HTC (2) 71.1 160.1 Rectangular plug with screw 444.3 
HTC (3) 65.0 160.1 Round plug with screw 405.8 
a Weight-specific capacity = moment capacity/unit length self-weight, unit: kN ∙ m2/kg. 
b Average value of four specimens. 
 
 
Table 4.6 Deformation information for ductility analysis of the HTCWC specimens. 
Specimen ID uy (mm) uu (mm) Du 
F1 11.9 128.2 10.77 
F2 10.6 130.2 12.34 
T1 12.1 139.6 11.52 
T2 12.1 121.5 10.04 
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Figure 4.1 Design of the HTCHC specimen with a waffle-core. 
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Figure 4.2 Integral connection and interfacial connection details: (a) within the core, (b) between 
core and concrete, (c) between core and tensile timber in F-type, and (d) between core and tensile 
timber in T-type. 
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Figure 4.3 Details and dimensions of the core components (unit: mm): (a) T-type specimen, (b) F-
type specimen, (c) transverse waffle plate, (d) longitudinal waffle plate, (e) core face plates or 
tensile timber in T-type, and (f) router bit and leading edge details. 
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Figure 4.4 Section analysis profile, strain and stress (unit: mm). 
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Figure 4.5 Fabrication process of the HTCWC specimens. 
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Figure 4.6 Test instrumentation: (a) distribution of loadings, position transducers, and speckle 
pattern, (b) distribution of strain gauges along specimen height, (c) speckle pattern, (d) location of 
the strain gauges at each horizontal surface of the specimens, and (e) a photo of a testing specimen. 
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Figure 4.7 Load-displacement curves of the HTCWC specimens. 
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Figure 4.8 Common failure modes of the specimens: (a)-(e) shows the failure modes FM1-FM5, (f) 
time of each failure mode emerged in specimens F1 and F2, (g) time each failure emerged in 
specimens T1 and T2. In (f) and (g), the text and arrow shade indicate the specimen it describes. 
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Figure 4.9 Failure mode which only occurred in some specimens. 
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Figure 4.10 Strain distribution at different layers along specimen length of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) T1, 
and (d) T2. 
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Figure 4.11 Strain distribution at different layers at mid-span along specimen width of (a) F1, (b) 
F2, (c) T1, and (d) T2. 
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Figure 4.12 Strain distribution at different layers at mid-span along panel depth of (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) 
T1, and (d) T2. 
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Figure 4.13 Panel deformation and data extraction method: (a) panel before test, (b) panel during 
test, (c) superposition of rotation and shear slip at interface A, and (d) demonstration of core shear 
deformation. 
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Figure 4.14 Interfacial slip versus mid-span displacement curve of F2. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Shear keys after test. 
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Figure 4.16 Shear deformation of the core part. 
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Figure 4.17 Details of the compared panels: (a) cross section of RC section, (b) cross section of 
HTC sections, (c) connection detail of HTC(2), and (d) connection detail of HTC(3) (Deam et al., 
2007). In (c) and (d), images were reproduced with permission from the copyright holder.
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 Appendix 4A. Hybrid FRP timber (HFT) material test report 
In the HFT specimens, a layer of 860gsm bi-directional GFRP fabric was attached to each side of the 
three-layer 7mm plywood, the fibre orientation of each layer was as shown in Figure 4A.1. 
Compressive, tensile, and shear coupon tests were conducted following ASTM standards, as detailed 
described in the following sections. Coupons were cut from six pieces of FRP-timber boards, to 
reduce the influences of fabrication quality variations in different boards. In each board, three 
coupons were prepared for each type of test in each direction (parallel or orthogonal to the face fibre 
direction).  
4A.1 Compressive test 
4A.1.1 Specimens 
The compressive properties of the specimens were tested following ASTM Standard D6641/D6641M 
(2016). Coupon dimensions were as shown in Figure 4A.2a. A strain gauge was attached to each face 
of the specimen along the centreline. In this report, longitudinal specimens represent the specimen 
span parallel to the top surface fibre direction; transverse specimens represent the specimen span 
transverse to the top surface fibre direction, as shown in Figure 4A.2b. A three-letter name was given 
to each specimen, e.g. “1L2” means the number 2 longitudinal specimen in HFT board #1. 
4A.1.2 Test method 
A combined loading compression (CLC) test fixture described in ASTM D6641 (as shown in Figure 
4A.3) was used in the compressive tests. As suggested in the standard, a displacement loading rate of 
0.8-1.0mm/min was used in the tests, which caused the specimens to fail within 1-10 minutes. 
4A.1.3 Strength 
Compressive strength of the specimens can be calculated following: 
 /cu fF P wh=   (4A.1) 
In the tests, the width (w) and thickness (h) of the specimens were measured at two locations in the 
specimen by a calliper with measurement accuracy of 0.01mm, and the average value was taken in 
the calculation. The test results of the compressive specimens are listed in Table 4A.1. From the test 
data, it can be concluded that the compressive strength of the longitudinal specimens was generally 
higher than that in the transverse specimens. 
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4A.1.4 Compressive modulus 
According to ASTM D6641, the compressive modulus are calculated as the chord modulus over a 
range of axial strain 𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥1 = 1000𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 𝜇𝜇𝑥𝑥2 = 3000𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, following: 
 ( )
2 1
2 1
c
x x
P PE
whε ε
−
=
−
  (4A.2) 
The compressive modulus of all the specimens are listed in Table 4A.2 and the strain-stress curves of 
specimens before ultimate failure are as shown in Figure 4A.4. It was shown that the compressive 
modulus of the HFT in longitudinal specimens was again higher overall than that of the transverse 
specimens. 
4A.2 Tensile test 
4A.2.1 Specimens 
Tensile properties of the FRP timber specimens were tested following ASTM Standard D3500 (2014) 
and D3039 (2017). The detailed dimensions of the specimens are as illustrated in Figure 4A.5a, the 
fabricated specimens are shown in Figure 4A.5b. 
4A.2.2 Test method 
As suggested in ASTM D3500, a displacement rate of 1.0mm/min was used in the tests, which caused 
the specimens to fail within 3-10 minutes after initiation of loading. Strain in the specimens during 
test was captured by DIC cameras. 
4A.2.3 Tensile strength 
Tensile strength was calculated following Equation (4A.3) suggested by ASTM D3039: 
 
max
tu PF
A
=   (4A.3) 
Where A is the area of cross section within the gauge length. The test results of the specimens are 
listed in Table 4A.3. 
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4A.2.4 Tensile modulus 
The axial strain distribution within the gauge length of a typical longitudinal and transverse specimen 
from DIC is shown in Figure 4A.6. When choosing the strain data, a line (black line in Figure 4A.6) 
was chosen within the failure region (white dotted box in Figure 4A.6) in each specimen, the average 
axial strain value in the line was used as the strain value. 
The strain-stress curves of the specimens before failure were as shown in Figure 4A.7, the tensile 
modulus was calculated by Equation (4A.4), in which the strain and stress were taken at two strain 
points when 𝜇𝜇1 = 1000𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 𝜇𝜇2 = 3000𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, and the tensile modulus of the specimens were as listed 
in Table 4A.4. 
 E σ ε=


  (4A.4) 
4A.3 Shear test 
4A.3.1 Specimens 
Shear properties of the HFT specimens were tested following ASTM Standard D7078/7078M (2012) 
using a V-notched rail shear apparatus as shown in Figure 4A.8a. The detailed dimensions of the 
specimens were as illustrated in Figure 4A.8b, with fabricated specimens as shown in Figure 4A.8c. 
Only the specimens with surface fibre direction 90  to the V-notch in the specimen were tested to get 
the shear strength and shear modulus, as shown in Figure 4A.8c. 
4A.3.2 Test method 
A test rate of 1 mm/min was adopted as per ASTM D7078, with 2 data points recorded per second. 
Shear strain in the specimens during the test was captured by DIC system as well. 
4A.3.3 Shear strength 
Shear strength of the specimens was calculated following Equation (4A.5), with Pu as the lower of 
ultimate force or force at 5% engineering shear strain. Shear strength of the specimens was listed in 
Table 4A.5. 
 uu PF A=   (4A.5) 
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4A.3.4 Shear modulus 
The shear strain distribution in the specimens from DIC is as shown in Figure 4A.9. When choosing 
the strain data, a line connecting the tips of V-notches (black line in Figure 4A.9) was chosen, the 
average shear strain value in the line was used as the strain value. 
The shear strain-stress curves of the specimens before failure or 5% shear strain were as shown in 
Figure 4A.10. The tensile modulus was calculated according to ASTM D7078 with Equation (4A.6), 
in which the strain and stress were taken at two points when 𝜇𝜇1 = 1500~2500𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 𝜇𝜇2 = 4000 ±200𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. The tensile modulus data of the tests were listed in Table 4A.5. 
 G τ γ=


  (4A.6) 
4A.4 Results Summary 
The summary of all HFT coupon tests is listed in Table 4.2 and Fiugre 4A.11. 
Reference for Appendix 4A 
ASTM Standard D3039. (2017). Standard test method for tensile properties of polymer matrix 
composite materials. In. West Conshohocken, PA, United States: ASTM International. 
ASTM Standard D3500. (2014). Standard Test Methods for Structural Panels in Tension. In. West 
Conshohocken, PA, United States: ASTM International. 
ASTM Standard D6641/D6641M. (2016). Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of 
Polymer Matrix Composite Materials Using a Combined Loading Compression (CLC) Test 
Fixture1. In. West Conshohocken, PA, United States: ASTM International. 
ASTM Standard D7078/7078M. (2012). Standard Test Method for Shear Properties of Composite 
Materials by V-Notched Rail Shear Method. In. West Conshohocken, PA, United States: 
ASTM International. 
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Table 4A.1 Compressive strength of the HFT specimens. 
Specimens Max. load (kN) Strength (MPa) Ave. strength (MPa) 
Lo
ng
itu
di
na
l S
pe
ci
m
en
s 
1 
1L1 3.71 31.07 
34.35 
31.5 
1L2 4.49 37.62 
1L3 4.11 34.35 
2 
2L1 4.16 35.02 
32.65 2L2 4.17 34.86 
2L3 3.30 28.08 
3 
3L1 2.66 22.21 
26.75 3L2 3.31 27.73 
3L3 3.61 30.31 
4 
4L1 3.23 26.60 
27.38 4L2 3.56 29.28 
4L3 3.19 26.25 
5 
5L1 4.00 31.96 
31.34 5L2 3.97 31.16 
5L3 3.93 30.90 
6 
6L1 4.63 37.97 
36.70 6L2 4.41 36.75 
6L3 4.38 35.37 
Tr
an
sv
er
se
 S
pe
ci
m
en
s 
1 
1T1 2.59 21.93 
23.96 
21.5 
1T2 3.42 28.28 
1T3 2.52 21.66 
2 
2T1 3.31 27.54 
22.69 2T2 2.72 22.66 
2T3 2.14 17.86 
3 
3T1 2.60 21.94 
24.25 3T2 2.89 24.09 
3T3 3.20 26.73 
4 
4T1 2.27 18.22 
17.23 4T2 1.95 15.69 
4T3 2.17 17.79 
5 
5T1 2.10 16.09 
17.69 5T2 2.46 18.90 
5T3 2.35 18.09 
6 
6T1 2.78 22.26 
23.20 6T2 3.18 25.05 
6T3 2.77 22.28 
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Table 4A.2 Compressive modulus of the HFT specimens. 
Specimens E (MPa) Ave. E (MPa) Specimens E (MPa) Ave. E (MPa) 
Lo
ng
itu
di
na
l s
pe
ci
m
en
s 
1 
1L1 7255.1 
7593.4 
7230.0 
Tr
an
sv
er
se
 sp
ec
im
en
s 
1T1 4571.5 
4854.9 
5097.7 
1L2 7941.8 1T2 5231.6 
1L3 7583.3 1T3 4761.6 
2 
2L1 7287.1 
7095.0 
2T1 6596.1 
5576.2 2L2 7569.0 2T2 5711.7 
2L3 6428.8 2T3 4421.0 
3 
3L1 5417.9 
5936.9 
3T1 5867.5 
6425.0 3L2 5673.3 3T2 7672.7 
3L3 6719.5 3T3 5734.7 
4 
4L1 5152.1 
6314.1 
4T1 4085.8 
4080.5 4L2 7446.1 4T2 3704.7 
4L3 6344.0 4T3 4450.9 
5 
5L1 7920.1 
7711.0 
5T1 4451.5 
4679.1 5L2 7577.1 5T2 4906.7 
5L3 7635.9 5T3 - 
6 
6L1 8925.1 
8729.6 
6T1 4429.0 
4697.3 6L2 7701.2 6T2 - 
6L3 9562.7 6T3 4965.7 
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Table 4A.3 Tensile strength of the HFT specimens. 
Specimens Max. load (kN) Strength (MPa) Aver. strength (MPa) 
Lo
ng
itu
di
na
l s
pe
ci
m
en
s 
1 
1L1 3.757 66.03 
66.05 
53.14 
1L2 3.961 68.49 
1L3 3.712 63.62 
2 
2L1 2.187 39.01 
48.61 2L2 2.489 43.42 
2L3 3.72 63.40 
3 
3L1 2.366 39.76 
41.49 3L2 2.417 39.54 
3L3 2.748 45.16 
4 
4L1 3.26 52.50 
53.70 4L2 3.639 59.10 
4L3 3.093 49.51 
5 
5L1 2.846 46.55 
51.56 5L2 3.305 53.05 
5L3 3.252 55.07 
6 
6L1 3.176 55.62 
57.41 6L2 3.574 62.66 
6L3 3.128 53.96 
Tr
an
sv
er
se
 sp
ec
im
en
s 
1 
1T1 3.128 55.41 
52.81 
53.46 
1T2 2.716 48.42 
1T3 3.042 54.60 
2 
2T1 3.159 56.48 
52.56 2T2 3.205 58.28 
2T3 2.4 42.92 
3 
3T1 3.134 56.56 
52.65 3T2 2.877 52.02 
3T3 2.791 49.39 
4 
4T1 2.796 45.73 
50.03 4T2 2.754 44.60 
4T3 3.687 59.77 
5 
5T1 3.341 58.71 
58.71 5T2 - - 
5T3 - - 
6 
6T1 3.069 56.28 
57.48 6T2 2.986 51.74 
6T3 3.474 64.41 
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Table 4A.4 Tensile modulus of the HFT specimens. 
Specimens E (MPa) Ave. E (MPa) Specimens E (MPa) Ave. E (MPa) 
Lo
ng
itu
di
na
l s
pe
ci
m
en
s 
1 
1L1 7215.98 
5419.58 
5614.7 
Tr
an
sv
er
se
 sp
ec
im
en
s 
1T1 5279.58 
4381.98 
4094.0 
1L2 5813.52 1T2 3243.08 
1L3 3229.24 1T3 4623.29 
2 
2L1 5960.31 
5922.27 
2T1 4584.00 
4812.47 2L2 5741.40 2T2 5431.09 
2L3 6065.10 2T3 4422.32 
3 
3L1 4961.72 
4926.63 
3T1 5088.26 
4991.36 3L2 4677.96 3T2 6785.41 
3L3 5140.22 3T3 3100.40 
4 
4L1 4690.12 
5699.91 
4T1 2521.34 
3074.33 4L2 7633.89 4T2 3246.94 
4L3 4775.72 4T3 3454.70 
5 
5L1 6364.32 
5559.53 
5T1 3596.83 
3596.83 5L2 4754.74 5T2 - 
5L3 - 5T3 - 
6 
6L1 5844.84 
6141.66 
6T1 3213.69 
3375.46 6L2 6248.10 6T2 3532.69 
6L3 6332.03 6T3 3380.01 
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Table 4A.5 Shear strength and shear modulus of the HFT specimens. 
Specimens Max. load (kN) Strength (MPa) Ave. strength (MPa) G12 (MPa) Ave. G12 (MPa) 
1 
1T1 2.29 7.93 
9.64 
9.20 
472.4253 
492.04 
500.42 
1T2 3.34 11.47 - 
1T3 2.77 9.51 511.66 
2 
2T1 2.87 9.96 
9.05 
- 
504.83 2T2 2.14 7.47 500.52 
2T3 2.80 9.73 509.15 
3 
3T1 2.76 9.34 
9.29 
523.72 
516.11 3T2 2.92 9.92 548.69 
3T3 2.54 8.62 475.93 
4 
4T1 3.09 10.97 
10.09 
558.87 
494.40 4T2 2.60 8.98 421.87 
4T3 3.04 10.34 502.47 
5 
5T1 2.70 8.51 
8.24 
447.43 
457.25 5T2 2.59 8.14 473.31 
5T3 2.52 8.06 451.00 
6 
6T1 2.88 9.98 
8.87 
619.93 
536.58 6T2 2.41 7.89 480.62 
6T3 2.59 8.74 509.18 
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Figure 4A.1 HFT specimen fibre orientations. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.2 Compressive coupon test specimens: (a) dimension (ASTM Standard D6641/D6641M, 
2016), (b) fabricated specimens. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.3 CLC test fixture. 
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Figure 4A.4 Strain-stress curves of the compressive coupon tests. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.5 Details of tensile specimens, (a) dimensions (unit: inch) (ASTM Standard D3500, 
2014) and (b) fabricated specimens. 
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Figure 4A.6 Axial strain distribution in tensile specimens from DIC of (a) longitudinal specimen 
and (b) transverse specimen. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.7 Strain-stress curves of tensile specimens. 
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Figure 4A.8 Shear coupon test, (a) test apparatus (b) specimen dimensions (unit: mm) (ASTM 
Standard D7078/7078M, 2012), and (c) fabricated specimen. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.9 Shear strain in the specimen. 
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Figure 4A.10 Shear strain-stress curves. 
 
 
 
Figure 4A.11 Box and whisker plot of HFT coupon test results of (a) strength and (b) elastic 
modulus. 
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 Appendix 4B. Additional information of the interfacial slip in HTCWC 
4B.1 Results from linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) 
LVDT and DIC measurement instrumentations were installed at the end of the specimens, intended 
to measure the relative slip between different layers. However, the measured results did not always 
reflect the expected deformations for reasons explained in this section. 
Two LVDTs were installed at the end of the specimens, as shown in Figure 4B.1, to measure the 
relative slip between the core and the concrete or tensile timber layers. Specifically, in F1 and T1, 
two LVDTs were installed at each end of the specimens; in F2 and T2, two LVDTs were installed at 
only one end of the specimens (DIC as shown in Figure 4.6 was applied at the other end). Because of 
the large shear deformation of the longitudinal core plates, the transverse core plates had large relative 
rotation to the concrete and timber layers (as shown in Figure 4.8d). The data LVDTs captured 
combined the results of the interfacial slip, core rotation, and core shear deformation, which were not 
possible to be uncoupled. As a result, this method did not provide accurate data for the interfacial slip 
for the HTCWC specimens. 
The relative deformations captured by the LVDTs at the two interfaces in specimens are as shown in 
Figure 4B.2. In F1 and T1, a few LVDTs dropped during the tests, therefore only the data before that 
time was available. Figure 4B.3 shows the difference between data from the timber and concrete 
interfaces at each end of F1 and T1. Though the figures cannot show the accurate deformation 
(interfacial slip or core deformation), it can be concluded from the figures that (a) the four specimens 
experienced very similar interlayer deformation at each interface, as the curves of the concrete or 
timber layer from different specimens are very similar to each other; and (b) from Figure 4B.3, that 
the deformation at two ends in F1 and T1 was similar, therefore deformed action was basically 
symmetrical at the two sides of these specimens during experiments. 
4B.2 Additional information on the DIC data in T2 
Figure 4B.4 shows the speckles pattern at one end of specimen T2 As the thickness of core top face 
was only about 9.3mm, and the quality of the speckles painted on this layer was not good enough for 
the DIC system to read displacement values. As a result, the interfacial slip between concrete and top 
core face was not available for T2 specimen.
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Figure 4B.1 Details of the LVDT instrumentation. 
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Figure 4B.2 Relative slip at two interfaces at two ends of the specimens from LVDT data: (a) F1, 
(b) F2, (c) T1, and (d) T2. 
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Figure 4B.3 Relative deformation of concrete and timber layers of the specimens from the LVDT 
data: (a) F1 and (b) T1. 
 
 
 
Figure 4B.4 Speckle details in specimen T2. 
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Appendix 4C. Failure modes of each HTCWC specimen 
This section describes the failures happening in each of the HTCWC specimens and provides more 
detail of the failure developments. 
Specimen F1 showed failure modes FM1, FM2, FM3, FM4, and FM5. Before the load was about 
95kN (displacement was approximately 24mm), no visible failure was observed in F1. However, low 
noises were heard, a possible reason for these noises was that cracks happened in the nonvisible part 
of the specimen. The first visible failure observed in F1 was FM1 when mid-span displacement was 
about 30.8mm (at 98.6kN). When the displacement was 42.8mm (at 100.1kN), two types of concrete 
cracks were observed, one was the flexural-shear crack beside a loading point (FM2) and another was 
cracking between loading and support line initiated from deep tab locations (FM3). When 
displacement was 64.8mm (at 104.2kN), a big cracking noise was heard and longitudinal core 
crushing failure at two ends of the specimen was observed (FM4). Afterwards, FM4 propagated from 
the end towards the middle of the panel and part of the longitudinal plates buckled, as shown in Figure 
4C.1. When displacement was 115mm (at 107.4kN), a tensile timber rupture (FM5) was observed at 
the bottom of the panel around mid-span, and the load dropped suddenly at the same time. The test 
was terminated when more timber ruptures and a second load drop occurred. The observed failures 
in F1 is as illustrated in Figure 4C.1. 
In specimen F2, failure modes FM1, FM2, FM3, FM4, FM5, FM7, FM8, and FM9 were observed 
during the test. Similar to F1, small cracking noises were heard before any visible failure was 
observed. The first visible failure was concrete cracks under a loading point (FM2), when 
displacement was about 18.7mm (at 72.7kN). When mid-span displacement was about 30.2mm (at 
82kN), strain gauges SF2 and SF3 (location as shown in Figure 4.6b) at the lower part of mid-span 
concrete surface were damaged by concrete crack at this section (FM7). No visible crack was 
observed at this moment, but the crack became visible when mid-span displacement was 95.9mm (at 
107.6kN). Small concrete peeling (FM1) was observed when displacement was 32.4mm (at 83.3kN). 
When displacement was 33.9mm (at 85.3kN), a few concrete cracks were observed between the 
loading and support lines, initiated from concrete bottom and aligned with the deep tabs in transverse 
core plates (FM3). When displacement was about 35.7mm (at 86.4kN), longitudinal core crushing 
failure (FM4) was observed at one end of the specimen. When the mid-span displacement reached 
61.9mm (at 103.2kN), small delamination of the FRP to plywood was observed in longitudinal core 
at both ends of the specimen (FM9). When mid-span displacement was 88.5mm (at 106.8kN), the 
delamination within plywood board in the transverse core plate at two ends (FM8) was observed. 
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When mid-span displacement was 108.1mm (at 107.7kN), a tensile timber rupture was observed 
under a loading point. The test was terminated after a few more timber tensile ruptures were observed. 
All the failure modes in F2 are as shown in Figure 4C.2. 
Specimen T1 showed failure modes FM1, FM2, FM3, FM4, FM5, FM8, and FM10 during the test. 
Similar to other specimens, small cracking noises were heard before any visible failure was observed. 
When displacement was 15.5mm (at 76.7kN), a small concrete crack was observed under a loading 
point (FM2). When displacement was about 29.2mm (at 95.3kN), a small gap was observed between 
the concrete and top core (FM1). As the displacement reached 32.6mm (at 96.9kN), a few small 
concrete cracks were observed between the loading and support points close to the deep tab locations 
(FM3). Minor longitudinal core crushing (FM4) started to be observed when the mid-span 
displacement was about 48.8mm (at 102.2kN). Afterwards, all of these failure modes kept 
developing, and longitudinal plate buckling was observed in the inner units when displacement was 
about 94.4mm (at 113.8kN). As displacement was about 98.4mm (at 114.3kN), a plywood 
delamination (FM8) was observed in one of the transverse core plates at one end of the specimen. A 
minor tensile timber rupture (FM5) under one loading point was observed when displacement was 
100.8mm (at 113.5kN). Afterwards, more FM5 failures occurred between loading points while load 
kept at a high level without significant decreases. When displacement was about 114.5mm (at 
115.2kN), FM10 failures occurred due to the large deformation of the longitudinal core. Test was 
terminated after tensile timber ruptures (FM5) were observed at a few more locations and the mid-
span displacement was about 140mm. The failure modes in T1 are as shown in Figure 4C.3. 
In T2, failure modes FM1, FM2, FM3, FM4, FM5, FM6, FM7, and FM8 were observed. Some small 
cracking sounds were again heard before the visible failures. Interlayer slip between concrete and 
core top face around mid-span (FM6) was observed through the minor horizontal cracks in the plastic 
bond at this region when displacement was 9.9mm (at 60.0kN). When the displacement was 18.4mm 
(at 79.1kN), a minor concrete crack was observed beside a loading point (FM2). When displacement 
was about 24.8mm (at 83.3kN), a few concrete cracks appeared both between two loading points 
(FM7) and between loading points and support points initiated beside the deep tabs (FM3). As the 
displacement was 33.1mm (at 91.4kN), longitudinal core crushing failures at two ends (FM4) were 
observed. A gap between concrete layer and core-top face (FM1) was observed when the 
displacement was 46.8mm (at 102.1kN). At this time, plywood delamination (FM8) within the 
transverse core at two ends of the panel was observed in a few locations. A timber rupture (FM5) was 
observed under one loading point when mid-span displacement reached 113.2mm (at 114.3kN). The 
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test was terminated soon after that when a few more timber failures were observed and load dropped 
suddenly. The failure modes in T1 are as shown in Figure 4C.4.
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Figure 4C.1 Failure modes in specimen F1. 
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Figure 4C.2 Failure modes in specimen F2. 
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Figure 4C.3 Failure modes in specimen T1. 
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Figure 4C.4 Failure modes in specimen T2. 
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 Appendix 4D. Moment capacity of reinforced concrete beam and hybrid concrete timber slabs 
in Table 4.5. 
4D.1 Flexural strength of RC beam 
A design method for RC beam bending strength recommended by Clouse 8.1, AS3600 (2009) was 
used for calculating the moment capacity of the RC member. Figure 4D.1 shows the cross section, 
strain, and stress distribution used in the ultimate flexural strength calculation. A rectangular stress 
block with compressive stress 𝛼𝛼2𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ was used to model the compressive region of the concrete, and 
the tensile strength of the concrete was neglected. In Figure 4D.1, 𝑏𝑏 = 600mm, 𝑑𝑑 = 155mm, 
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐
′ =38MPa, 𝛼𝛼2 = 1.0 − 0.003𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ , 𝛾𝛾 = 1.05 − 0.007𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ , 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑  is the distance from top edge to the 
neutral axis. In the calculation, 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 was taken as 0.3 as recommended by AS 3600. Moment capacity 
of the RC section was calculated by: 
 ( )'2 / 2u c u uM b f k d d k dα γ γ= −   (4D.1) 
4D.2 Flexural strength of HTC beams 
Moment capacity of the three HTC specimens shown in Figure 4D.2 were calculated according to 
Annex B, Eurocode 5 (CEN, 2004a). The shear stiffness of each connector was taken from the shear 
test results of other publications, specifically, the stiffness of HTC(1) was taken from Table 4.5, by 
Dias (2005), HTC(2) and HTC(3) were taken from Table 5, by Deam et al. (2007). 
The moment capacity of the HTC beam was controlled by timber tensile failure, calculated by 
Equation (4D.2). The parameters used in Equation (4D.2) were listed in Equations (4D.3)-(4D.6), and 
have been explained in Section 2.2.2. In this design, as four shear keys were used in each section, the 
shear stiffness K in Equation (4D.5) should be taken as four times the listed “K” in Figure 4D.2a. In 
Equations (4D.2)-(4D.6), subscripts 1 and 2 represent concrete and timber layers, respectively. In the 
calculation, elastic modulus of concrete was taken from Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004b), 𝐸𝐸1 =33GPa; and 
timber material properties were taken from data provided by HYNE timber (Hyne & Son Pty Ltd, 
2018): 𝐸𝐸2 =13.3GPa, 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 =16MPa. 
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Figure 4D.1 Cross section, strain, and stress of RC member design. 
 
 
 
Figure 4D.2 Details of the HTC specimens, (a) cross section and (b) elevation (unit: mm).
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Chapter 5. A beam-spring-beam numerical model for the HTCWC 
system 
5.1 Introduction 
Previous chapters presented investigations into the fabrication and experimental performance 
of HTCHC panels. For both corrugated- and waffle-cored HTCHC specimens, initial design 
was done using a section analysis, with layer composition determined on the basis of concrete 
volume removal percentage and neutral axis location. Experimental results showed that some 
of the key assumptions made in the section analysis, specifically perfect composite action 
between the layers, was inaccurate. For accurate determination of the behaviour of the HTCWC 
panels, some methodology is needed that is capable of accounting for interfacial shear 
behaviour between all layers. 
The finite element (FE) method has been extensively used for modelling the behaviour of 
composite structures (Gutkowski, Balogh, & To, 2010; Khorsandnia, Valipour, & Bradford, 
2018; Queiroz, Vellasco, & Nethercot, 2007). Interfacial shear behaviour can be modelled in 
FE models using different elements, such as spring elements, cohesive elements, and 2D or 3D 
solid elements (De Lorenzis, Fernando, & Teng, 2013; Oudjene et al., 2018; Teng, Zhang, Dai, 
& Chen, 2013). When contact elements (for example, spring or cohesive elements) are used to 
model the interfacial behaviour, constitutive relationships between the interfacial shear stress 
and slip should be known. When solid elements are used, the nonlinear stress-strain behaviour 
of the bonding material should be known. Contact element-based interface modelling 
approaches are favoured by many researchers, due to their relative ease of modelling and small 
computational expense compared with solid elements (Queiroz et al., 2007; Teng, Fernando, 
& Yu, 2015). 
While FE methods can provide accurate methods for predicting the behaviour of composite 
structures, the development of accurate FE models is complex and time intensive. This limits 
their efficacy as design tools. Instead, a simplified methodology is necessary, which can be 
used to predict the flexural load-deformation behaviours of HTCHC panels and inform the 
panel design. This chapter develops such a simplified numerical model consisting of a new 
composite element composed of two sublayers and interlayer springs at each element end. The 
proposed model is capable of simulating the nonlinearity of concrete and core layers, with 
model accuracy verified using the conventional finite element model and experimental results. 
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5.2 Structural model and formulation 
5.2.1 Model information and assumptions 
A composite system is consisting of two material sublayers a and b, connected with an 
interlayer c between them. A segment of the composite system is as shown Figure 5.1, and with 
reference to this, Ei, Ii and Ai are the Young’s modulus, second moment of area, and cross 
section area for the two sublayers a and b; K and Kv are the shear stiffness and vertical stiffness 
of the interlayer c; ha, hb, and hc are the height of the layers a, b, and c; and Ca and Cb are the 
distance between the centroids of the two sublayers to the centroid of the core. 
In development of the model, several assumptions are made: 
(a) The deformation of the structure is small compared with the span; 
(b) Each of the sublayers acts as a Euler-Bernoulli beam; 
(c) The cross-section of each sublayer is uniform along the length; 
(d) Vertical deformations of the sublayers a and b are equal, which means the vertical 
stiffness Kv of the interlayer c is much larger when compared with its shear stiffness K 
in the system; and 
(e) There is relative slip along the panel span between the sublayers. 
5.2.2 Geometric relationship 
A deformed segment of the beam is as shown in Figure 5.2. According to assumptions (a), (b), 
and (d), the relative slip between the two sublayers 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 can be calculated from: 
 ( )a b a b a bi i i i a b i i i a i bu u C C u u C Cγ θ θ θ= − + + = − + +   (5.1) 
where 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗 (j=a, b) is the deformation of the sublayer a or b at the interested section along x-
axis; Ci (i=a, b) is the distance from the centroid of a or b to the centroid of c; and 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 is the 
rotation at the interested section. According to assumption (d), 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 = 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 = 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖  at the same 
section. 
5.2.3 Force equilibrium 
Figure 5.3a shows the proposed composite element, in which each of the two sublayers is 
modelled by a two-node beam element with length h, and the interlayer is modelled by two 
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springs at element ends. Force components present within the deformed element are shown in 
Figure 5.3b. There are two forces from the interlayer springs at each end of the element: a 
horizontal spring with a resultant interfacial shear force Fhi, and a vertical spring with a 
resultant interlayer vertical force Fvi. Additionally, the axial force 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗 , shear force 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗 , and 
bending moment 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗  transferred from adjacent elements are denoted with superscripts a and b 
to represent the upper and bottom layers, respectively; and the subscripts 1 and 2 represents the 
two ends of the element. 
With the sign convention of the deformation as shown in Figure 5.4, the following relationships 
can be derived. First considering component a, if x=0 is assumed at node 1, the moment in the 
element can be calculated by: 
 1 1 h1 v1( )a a a aM x M V x F C F x= − + + −   (5.2) 
 2 2 h2 2( ) ( ) ( )a a a a vM x M V h x F C F h x= + − − − −   (5.3) 
At node 1 and 2, axial force equilibrium can be expressed as: 
 1 21 h1
( ) 0
a a
a
a a
u uN F E A
h
−
− − =   (5.4) 
 1 22 h2
( ) 0
a a
a
a a
u uN F E A
h
−
− + =   (5.5) 
Boundary conditions for component a are: 
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x h
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x h
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y v
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y v
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θ
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
 (5.6) 
Similarly, for component b, if x=0 is assumed at node 1, the moment in the element can be 
calculated as: 
 1 1 h1 v1( )b b b bM x M V x F C F x= − + + +  (5.7) 
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 2 2 h2 v2( ) ( ) ( )b b b bM x M V h x F C F h x= + − − + −   (5.8) 
At node 1 and 2, axial force equilibrium can be expressed as: 
 1 21 h1
( ) 0
b b
b
b b
u uN F E A
h
−
+ − =   (5.9) 
 1 22 h2
( ) 0
b b
b
b b
u uN F E A
h
−
+ + =   (5.10) 
Boundary conditions for component b are: 
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=
=
  (5.11) 
5.2.4 Constitutive relationship 
Assuming sublayers a and b are Euler-Bernoulli beams, the relationship between the moment 
and deformation of each beam can be written as: 
 
2
2
a
a a
d yM E I
dx
=   (5.12) 
 
2
2
b
b b
d yM E I
dx
=   (5.13) 
The stiffness of the shear and vertical interlayer springs are assumed to be K and Kv, 
respectively. The shear forces Fhi and vertical forces Fvi are calculated as: 
 h1 1F Kγ=   (5.14) 
 h2 2F Kγ=   (5.15) 
 v1 v 1 1( )a bF K v v= −   (5.16) 
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 v2 v 2 2( )a bF K v v= −   (5.17) 
5.2.5 Element stiffness matrix 
Combining Equations (5.1)-(5.3), (5.6), (5.12), and (5.14)-(5.17), the moment and vertical 
force at component a can be determined: 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 22
6 2( ) ( ) (2 )a a b a b a a a aa a a aa a b
E I E IM KC u u C C v v
h h
θ θ θ θ= − + + + − + +   (5.18) 
 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 12
6 2( ) ( ) (2 )a a b a b a a a aa a a aa a b
E I E IM KC u u C C v v
h h
θ θ θ θ= − + + + − + +   (5.19) 
 1 1 2 1 2 v 1 13
12 ( ) ( )
2 2
a a a a a a ba aE I h hV v v K v v
h
θ θ= − + + + −   (5.20) 
 2 1 2 1 2 v 2 23
12 ( ) ( )
2 2
a a a a a a ba aE I h hV v v K v v
h
θ θ= − − + + + −   (5.21) 
Combining Equations (5.1), (5.4), (5.5), (5.14), and (5.15), the axial force at two ends of 
component a can be determined by: 
 1 1 2 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )
a a a a b a ba a
a b
E AN u u K u u K C C
h
θ θ= − + − + +   (5.22) 
 2 2 1 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )
a a a a b a ba a
a b
E AN u u K u u K C C
h
θ θ= − + − + +   (5.23) 
Similarly, Equations (5.1), (5.7), (5.8), (5.11), and (5.13)-(5.17) can give the moment and 
vertical force at component b as: 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 22
6 2( ) ( ) (2 )b a b a b b b b bb b b bb a b
E I E IM KC u u C C v v
h h
θ θ θ θ= − + + + − + +   (5.24) 
 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 12
6 2( ) ( ) (2 )b a b a b b b b bb b b bb a b
E I E IM KC u u C C v v
h h
θ θ θ θ= − + + + − + +   (5.25) 
 1 1 2 1 2 v 1 13
12 ( ) ( )
2 2
b b b b b a bb bE I h hV v v K v v
h
θ θ= − + + − −   (5.26) 
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 2 1 2 1 2 v 2 23
12 ( ) ( )
2 2
b b b b b a bb bE I h hV v v K v v
h
θ θ= − − + + − −   (5.27) 
Equations (5.1), (5.9), (5.10), (5.14), and (5.15) can provide the axial force at two ends of 
component b as: 
 1 1 2 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( )
b b b b a a bb b
a b
E AN u u K u u K C C
h
θ θ= − + − − +   (5.28) 
 2 2 1 2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )
b b b a b a bb b
a b
E AN u u K u u K C C
h
θ θ= − − − − +   (5.29) 
Element node numbering i, j, k, and l is introduced for nodes 1b, 1a, 2a, and 2b as shown in 
Figure 5.5, Equations (5.18)-(5.29) can be summarised in a matrix form as shown in Equation 
(5.30). 
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The components of the stiffness matrix in Equation (5.30) are as listed in Equations (5.31)-
(5.42) 
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 [ ]3 30ik jl ki ljK K K K ×= = = =   (5.42) 
5.3 Solution procedure of a composite beam system 
5.3.1 Beam discreteness 
A composite beam system can be modelled by discretising into the new element. Total number 
of elements are selected as an odd number to ensure an element is present at the mid-span. In 
the current study, node numbering is as per Figure 5.6, with number of composite elements n, 
an element length h=Span/n. 
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5.3.2 Solving procedure 
After discretisation of the composite beam, the total stiffness matrix of the beam can be written 
as [K], and the relationship between the external force [F] and displacement [U] can be 
expressed as: 
 [ ] [ ][ ]F K U=   (5.43) 
Material and shear spring nonlinearities were considered in this model by explicitly upgrading 
the stiffness matrix and using an incremental method. The solution method is explained as 
follows and also diagrammatically shown in Figure 5.8. 
Step 1: Apply the initial load [F0] to the system and calculate the initial displacement [U0] by 
[F0] and the initial stiffness matrix [K0] using Equation (5.43). 
Step 2: Divide the load into small load steps, with each load step [𝛥𝛥𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖] (i = 1,2,3…). 
Step 3: Based on [𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖−1], update the stiffness matrix [Ki] by the following sub-steps: 
i. Calculate the interfacial slip 𝛾𝛾 at two ends of each element by Equation (5.1), and 
update the spring shear stiffness K at each element. 
ii. Calculate the curvature of a node using second order central difference method with: 
 1 12
2i i i
i
v v vk
h
+ −− +=   (5.44) 
where vi is the deformation of node i in y-axis; i is the interested node, and i+1 and i-1 
are the adjacent nodes in the sublayer. For example, in Figure 5.6, if i is node 6, i-1 and 
i+1 are nodes 3 and 7, respectively. 
iii. Divide each sublayer into m vertical sub-divisions, assuming the neutral axis in each 
sublayer is at its centroid line and a linear strain distribution as shown in Figure 5.7. 
Strain in sub-division k is as calculated as: 
 k i kk yε =   (5.45) 
where yk is the distance from the centroid line of the sublayer to the centre of sub-
division k. 
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iv. Then stress profile of each sublayer is determined according to the stress-strain 
relationship of the sublayer material. Different types of materials as shown in Figure 
5.7 can be simulated: (a) with the same compressive and tensile (a1) linear or (a2) 
nonlinear behaviour, or (b) with different compressive and tensile behaviours. 
v. Check the stress profile, if the stress at a certain sub-division exceeded the material 
strength, delete that layer and update the sublayer height hj and cross section area Aj. 
vi. Update the bending stiffness of each sublayer EjIj from the obtained stress profile using: 
 1
m
k k
k
j j
i i
b yb y
I E
k k
σσ
== =
∑∫   (5.46) 
where yk is the distance from the centre line of sub-division k to the top of the sublayer, 
b is the width of the sublayer, and ki is the curvature of the interested node. 
vii. Update the stiffness matrix [Ki] based on the new K, Aj, and EjIj. 
Step 4: Apply load step [𝛥𝛥𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖] to the structure, get deformations [𝛥𝛥𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖] by Equation (5.47), then 
update the load [𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖] and deformation [𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖] by Equations (5.36) and (5.49). 
 11[ ] [ ] [ ]i i iU K F
−
−∆ = ∆   (5.47) 
 1[ ] [ ] [ ]i i iF F F−= + ∆   (5.48) 
 1[ ] [ ] [ ]i i iU U U−= + ∆   (5.49) 
Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until reaching the applied load [F]. 
5.4 Model implementation and validation 
The numerical model and the solution procedure were implemented using MATLAB software 
(MathWorks Inc, 2018). The implemented model was then verified against the results of four 
composite beams from conventional finite element (FE) models using ABAQUS software 
(Systèmes Dassault, 2014b) and experimental results on the HTCWC panels described in 
Chapter 4. As the cross section of the HTCCC panels is non-uniform along the length of the 
panel, the proposed model cannot be applied for the HTCCC panels. 
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5.4.1 Composite beams with linear elastic properties 
A composite beam with two sublayers a, b and an interlayer c, placed under simply-supported 
four-point bending as shown in Figure 5.9, was modelled by the proposed model and ABAQUS 
software. Four configurations were modelled with different span and layer variations, with 
geometry and material properties of the four beams summarised in Table 5.1. Beam 1 had a 
4000mm span and two sublayers with the same material and same cross section. Beam 2 had 
the same geometry as beam 1, with different material in the top layer. Beam 3 had the same 
material in each sublayer of beam 2, with the span increased to 6000mm, and the depth of each 
sublayer changed. Beam 4 had the same span and material as beam 3, but the section width of 
sublayer b was smaller than the other three beams, to represent a T-shape beam. The interlayer 
in all the beams was assumed to be continuous and with the same width and length of the 
narrower sublayer and a constant thickness of 1mm. Linear elastic material properties were 
used for the sublayers and the shear interface. 
5.4.1.1 Details of the ABAQUS model 
In the ABAQUS model, the two sublayers were modelled using plane stress element with 
isotropic material properties, and the interlayer was modelled by cohesive element. The 
connection between the sublayers and the interlayer was modelled using tie constraints, which 
assumes a perfect bonding between them. All the models were solved using “static, general” 
solver. 
A Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was used for both sublayers. In the cohesive element, a traction-
separation law as given in Equation (5.50) (Systèmes Dassault, 2014a) was used. 
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  (5.50) 
where tn, ts, and tt represent the tractions in the normal and two local shear directions, 
respectively; 𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛 , 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 , and 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡  represent the corresponding separations; and Enn, Ess, and Ett 
represent the corresponding elastic stiffness. Values of Enn, Ess, and Ett were 11.2GPa, 4.31GPa, 
and 4.31GPa, respectively. In the above presented cohesive modelling approach, normal and 
shear tractions were assumed to be uncoupled. This is a common assumption used in modelling 
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composite structures using cohesive elements and was found to provide accurate results (De 
Lorenzis & Zavarise, 2008; Fernando, 2010). 
A convergence study has been done to check the mesh size on the ABAQUS models. 
Quadrilateral elements were used for the whole model. The maximum element size and 
minimum element number to get a stable prediction for the load-displacement behaviour are 
listed in Table 5.2. It was found in the convergence study that the number of elements along 
the short edge of each sublayer plays an important role in the accuracy of the ABAQUS model 
results. Specifically, when there are more than four elements along the short edge, further 
increasing the element number does not make significant difference to the load-deformation 
results. Then the maximum length of the elements along the long edge of the sublayers are 
determined by the aspect ratio limitation (i.e. long edge/short edge≤10) recommended by 
ABAQUS. For the cohesive element, when the element length is equal or less than the element 
size of the sublayers, the models can converge. 
5.4.1.2 Details of the proposed model 
In the proposed model, the properties as listed in Table 5.1 were used for sublayers a and b. 
For the interlayer, the shear stiffness of each horizontal interlayer spring was calculated by 
Equation (5.51). The resultant horizontal spring stiffness at a one metre length of the interlayer 
are 2.15×109 N/mm in beams 1-3, and 8.62×108 N/mm in beam 4. As assumed, the vertical 
spring stiffness was much higher than the horizontal springs, so 5×1015 N/mm was used as the 
vertical stiffness in all the springs. 
 a c e
c
G w lK
h
=   (5.51) 
where wc, le, and hc are the width, length, and depth of the interlayer; Ga is the shear modulus 
of the interlayer material, 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒 = 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎2(1+𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎); and Ea and 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒  are the tensile elastic modulus and 
Poission’s ratio of the interlayer. In this model, Ea =11.2GPa, 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒=0.3. 
A convergence study was also conducted for the proposed model in all the composite beams. 
It was found that a minimum element number of 25 can provide a stable prediction for the load-
displacement behaviour for beams 1 and 2, while for beams 3 and 4, this number was 27. The 
resultant maximum element size for beams 1 and 2 was 160mm, for beams 3 and 4 was 222mm. 
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5.4.1.3 Results comparison 
The load-displacement curves from the FE model in ABAQUS and the proposed numerical 
model are as shown in Figure 5.10. It shows that the results from the proposed model agree 
well with the FE results for all the four beams, though the beams are with different types of 
material combination, cross section, and span. Thus, this results validate the accuracy of the 
proposed modelling approach in capturing the behaviour of composite beams with linear elastic 
material properties. 
5.4.2 HTCWC specimens with nonlinear material properties 
The proposed numerical model was used to simulate the behaviour of the HTCWC specimens 
tested in Chapter 4. The geometry and material properties used in the proposed model were the 
same as the tested specimens. Details of the parameters used in the model and the comparison 
with experimental HTCWC results will be discussed in this section. 
5.4.2.1 Details of the proposed model 
1. Geometry and boundary conditions 
In the numerical model, concrete and timber layers are modelled as the two sublayers, and the 
core was modelled as the interlayer, because the shear stiffness of the core was much smaller 
than the concrete and tensile timber layers as discussed in Section 4.5. Cross section geometry 
used for the composite element is shown in Figure 5.11. Width of sublayers a and b were 
600mm, and the heights were ha=50mm and hb=35mm. The height of the interlayer was 
hc=110mm. The panels were loaded with simply-supported four-point bending, the span 
between the two supports was 2250mm, and the distance between the two loading lines was 
640mm. 
2. Material properties of the sublayers 
Nonlinear behaviour as suggested by Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) was used to model the concrete 
layer, the strain-stress relationship was as listed in Equation (5.52) and Figure 5.12. In Equation 
(5.52), 𝜇𝜇 is the strain in concrete, and is positive when in compression; 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 are the 
compressive strength and tensile strength of the concrete, respectively; 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the Young’s 
modulus of the concrete; and 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐1 and 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 are the strain values at compressive strength and at 
failure points, respectively. In the model, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐=38MPa is used to be consistent with the tested 
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cylinder samples for the HTCWC specimens, 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =33GPa, 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐1 =2.2‰, 𝜇𝜇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 =3.5‰, and 
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐=2.9MPa are used according to Eurocode 2. 
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  (5.52) 
The timber layer was modelled to be linear elastic before it fails. The material properties used 
for the timber were a modulus of elasticity of 13.3GPa and characteristic bending strength to 
be 30MPa with 10% COV according to Hyne & Son Pty Ltd (2018) and AS1720.1 (2010). 
While timber is typically an orthotropic material, as in this study only unidirectional properties 
are of interest, so only the properties parallel to the grain direction of timber were used in the 
analysis. 
3. Behaviour of the interlayer 
A bi-linear behaviour as shown in Figure 5.13 was used for interlayer shear behaviour, which 
means the stiffness is a constant K before the slip reaches 𝛿𝛿1, then decreases until the shear slip 
reaches 𝛿𝛿2 when the shear force is at a very small value F2. Shear force remains at F2 when slip 
is larger than 𝛿𝛿2; F2 should be a small value which can be neglected compared with F1 to 
represent the shear failure, but a non-zero value to avoid singularity problem. In this study, F2 
was assumed to be 50N. 
As the shear stiffness provided by the core part in the HTCWC panels was not available from 
the test results, an additional FE model by ABAQUS software was used to determine the shear 
stiffness of the core. It was assumed that the shear stiffness was provided only by the 
longitudinal waffle plates, that is four 10mm×110mm HFT plates parallel to the span of the 
panels. In the ABAQUS model, the core plate was modelled using S4R shear elements with a 
thickness of 10mm, with orthotropic elastic material properties for elastic and shear moduli 
from the coupon test results of the HFT (Table 4.2). Load was applied at the top surface of the 
plate, while the translations of the bottom plate was restrained, as shown in Figure 5.14. The 
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model was solved using “static, general” solver in ABAQUS, and then the gradient of the 
resultant load-deformation curve was assumed to be the shear stiffness of each longitudinal 
core plate, so four times of this value was used as the initial stiffness of the interlayer. The 
calculated shear stiffness K was 26.3×103N/mm for a 150mm long core part. For modelling 
the nonlinear behaviour, damage initiation was considered to be at 𝛿𝛿1=1mm, while full failure 
was assumed at 𝛿𝛿2=1.5mm. As core shear behaviour was assumed to be determined by the 
longitudinal core plates in the model, two core types (F-type or T-type) in the experiment study 
were assumed to have the same core shear behaviour. 
The stiffness of the vertical springs at the interlayer was assumed to be 5×1010N/mm, which is 
much larger than the horizontal shear spring stiffness. 
5.4.2.2 Convergence study of the proposed model 
To check the sensitivity of element size in the proposed model for HTCWC specimens, a 
convergence study was conducted. Odd element numbers between 9-41 were chosen, with the 
same loading step Δ𝐹𝐹=0.1kN.The load-displacement curves with different element numbers 
are as shown in Figure 5.15, and the loads obtained at SLS (when mid-span deformation was 
approximately 7.5mm) and at ultimate stage are summarised in Figure 5.16. It shows that when 
the element number is more than 23 (element length h=97.8mm), the models can provide very 
consistent load-displacement response, and when the element number is more than 15, the 
prediction of ultimate load and SLS load are very similar. 
5.4.2.3 Results 
After the convergence study, an element number of 23 was used to model the HTCWC panels, 
with the load-displacement curve of the proposed model together with the test results compared 
in Figure 5.17. It can be seen that the initial stiffness of the curve from the proposed model 
agrees very well with the experimental results when the load is less than 40kN, demonstrating 
the accuracy of using the proposed model in the HTCWC specimens and the obtained shear 
stiffness of the core by Section 5.4.2.1. Furthermore, the ultimate load predicted by the model 
was 112.8kN, with only 0.35% different to the average failure load from the four tested 
specimens at 113.2kN. 
Some inaccuracies were observed between the predicted and the experimental curves when the 
experimental curves start to become nonlinear. The proposed model was shown to predict a 
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higher stiffness within the load range 40kN-80kN. In the proposed model, bi-linear behaviour 
was assumed for spring elements, which represents that linear elastic behaviour was assumed 
until damage initiation. However, in the tested specimens, the core failure was a gradual 
process, in which the nonlinearity may have started much earlier than the assumed value of the 
model, and resulted in a lower overall stiffness of the panels. 
Though with some small inaccuracy, it can be seen the ultimate load predicted by the proposed 
model tends to agree well with the experimental results. The ultimate result depends 
significantly on the area under the traction-separation curve, thus it is clear that in the proposed 
model, this area matched well with the energy dissipated through the interlayer during the 
experiments. Overall, the proposed model was found to give a reasonable accuracy in 
predicting the behaviour of HTCWC panels, regarding the load capacity and stiffness at 
serviceability state. 
5.4.3 Discussion 
Two series of examples have been used for validating the proposed numerical model: (a) four 
composite beams with linear elastic material properties and (b) the tested HTCWC specimen. 
For the composite beams with elastic material properties, results from the proposed model were 
compared with the results from commercial FE software ABAQUS. It shows that though with 
different geometries and material properties, the proposed models provided very consistent 
prediction with the ABAQUS software in all the four cases. Furthermore, a convergence study 
shows that the proposed model required only 25-27 elements to provide accurate predictions 
for the composite beams while the ABAQUS model required 200-360 elements. This means 
that the proposed model required a much smaller computational expense than the ABAQUS 
model. 
Then the nonlinearity of the proposed model was validated using the experimental results on 
the HTCWC specimens presented in Chapter 4. A convergence study showed that the proposed 
nonlinear model had good convergence for the ultimate load and load-displacement 
performance when the element number was larger than 23, and the element length was about 
100mm. The results from the proposed model also shows that it captured the initial linear stage, 
the flexural response, and the failure load of the tested specimens accurately. 
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5.5 Summary 
A numerical model for a composite beam considering the interlayer slip was proposed in this 
chapter. The model has been verified by ABAQUS model for its linear stage and test results of 
the HTCWC specimens for the nonlinear stage. The main conclusions are as follows: 
1. The model utilises a two-layer element to simulate the composite beam, with two 
sublayers modelled by beam elements and an interlayer connection modelled by spring 
elements. Interlayer slip was considered in the model by the deformation difference 
between the nodes in two layers. 
2. Nonlinear properties can be considered for the materials and for the interlayer springs 
in this model; nonlinearity was implied in this model by explicitly updating the stiffness 
matrix according to the shear slip and deformation at each load step. 
3. Compared to the existing commercial finite element software, the proposed model can 
provide very similar results in different composite beams with using only about 10% of 
the elements, shows the accuracy and computational efficiency of the proposed model. 
4. This model also provided very accurate prediction for the tested HTCWC panels 
regarding the initial overall stiffness, flexural response and the ultimate capacity (only 
0.35% difference compared with the average test result). 
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Table 5.1 Details of the composite beams. 
# 1 2 3 4 
ha (mm) 50 50 80 80 
hb (mm) 50 50 60 100 
hc (mm) 1 1 1 1 
wa (mm) 500 500 500 500 
wb (mm) 500 500 500 200 
wc (mm) 500 500 500 200 
Span L (mm) 4000 4000 6000 6000 
a (mm) 1300 1300 2000 2000 
Ea (GPa) 200 75 75 75 
Eb (GPa) 200 200 200 200 
 
 
Table 5.2 Element information for the convergence study of the ABAQUS models. 
Composite beam 1&2 3 4 
Max. element size (sublayers) 100×12.5 150×15 200×20 
Max. element size (interlayer) 100×1 150×1 200×1 
Min. element number 200 360 300 
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of the composite system: (a) elevation and (b) cross section. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Geometric relationship between slip, rotation, and deformation. 
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Figure 5.3 A composite element with two sublayers: (a) element components and (b) nodes and 
force in an element. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Sign conventions in the calculation. 
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Figure 5.5 Node numbering for the element stiffness matrix. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Discreteness and node number of a composite beam. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Stain and stress distribution within a sublayer. 
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Figure 5.8 Procedure of nonlinear calculation in the model. 
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Figure 5.9 Illustration of the composite beam with linear elastic material properties used for model 
validation. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Load-displacement curves of four composite beams in ABAQUS model and the 
proposed model. 
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Figure 5.11 Cross section of the modelled HTCWC specimen. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Concrete behaviour in the model. 
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Figure 5.13 Nonlinear behaviour of the shear spring. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Illustration of the FE model for shear stiffness of the interlayer shear spring. 
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Figure 5.15 Load-displacement curves for sensitivity study. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16 Summary of load convergence behaviour at SLS and ultimate load with different 
element numbers. 
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Figure 5.17 Load-displacement curve of the proposed model on HTCHC panels with waffle core 
compared with experimental results. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations for future research 
6.1 Introduction 
This thesis proposed a hybrid panel system (called “HTCHC system”) as an extended concept of 
hybrid timber concrete (HTC) panels by adding a hollow core between the concrete and timber layers. 
The new system was aimed at reducing the concrete acting in tension and improve the efficiency in 
material utilization while maintaining the structural performance similar to the HTC floor systems.  
The concrete and timber layers are primarily designed for taking compression and tension forces, 
respectively, and the new HTCHC system attempts to further reduce the self-weight by replacing the 
low strain regions of the panel with an FRP-timber hollow core. 
Investigation started with a corrugated core panel system. Two different orientations, longitudinal 
and transverse, were investigated. Based on the findings of the corrugated core HTCHC systems, a 
new type of core with a waffle shape was designed. For each type of core patterns, different geometry 
and connection parameters were controlled to investigate their influence on the flexural behaviour of 
the new system. Specimens were fabricated and tested under four-point bending. In addition to the 
experimental study, a numerical model based on a new two-layer composite element was proposed 
to model the behaviour of HTCHC panels with a waffle core. This model is capable of modelling the 
interlayer slip and nonlinear behaviour of the composite beams and provides accurate prediction for 
the load-displacement curves of the waffle-cored HTCHC panels. A summary of the key findings in 
this thesis is provided subsequently. 
6.2 Summary of findings 
6.2.1 HTCHC system with corrugated core 
The first series of HTCHC system was developed based on a corrugated core (called “HTCCC” in 
this thesis). The corrugated core helped to reduce the concrete volume by at least 40% compared with 
a conventional HTC system with similar geometry, thus with lighter self-weight. The voids below the 
core can potentially be used for the building services. Two different core orientations have been 
investigated: (a) longitudinal core pattern aimed at optimizing the one-way spanning capacity, (b) 
transverse core pattern exploring the ability to provide two-way spanning capacity without 
compromising the performance in longitudinal direction.  Specimens with different core geometries 
and shear force transfer methods have also been designed to investigate the influences of these 
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parameters on the floor panel flexural behaviour. Eight specimens in total were fabricated and tested 
for the HTCCC panel type. 
Compression moulding method for FRP sandwich panels was used for the core fabrication. The 
corrugated core part was composed of an FRP-plywood laminate. Cooperating with steel mould and 
vacuum bagging techniques, different core shapes were easily fabricated. The fabrication method 
developed for the corrugated core was simple and economical, while with high bonding quality and 
accuracy based on visual inspection of the finished panels. 
Four-point bending test results showed: (a) the specimens with core orientation parallel to the panel 
span had the best structural performance among all the specimens, with 73% ultimate strength and 
85% stiffness efficiency at SLS compared with an equivalent HTC section with full composite action; 
(b) for the specimens with core orients transverse to the panel span, inclusion of steel shear 
reinforcement avoided premature interlayer shear failure and significantly increased initial overall 
stiffness and the load capacity; (c) increasing core height and introducing shear reinforcement in the 
transverse-cored specimens increased their flexural capacity and these specimens are shown to 
process similar performance as the longitudinal-cored specimens. This shows the potential to use the 
transverse core system to provide two-way spanning capability to HTCCC floor panels. 
6.2.2 HTCHC system with waffle core 
Based on the observations of the corrugated core specimens, a new HTCHC panel with a waffle core 
(called “HTCWC” in this thesis) was developed. Use of a rectangular shaped core with waffle-grids 
in it further reduced the concrete volume by about 25% compared to the HTCCC specimens. It also 
allowed the concrete to be in a uniform section along the span, eliminating the stress concentration 
and regional failures occurred in the HTCCC specimens. With a digital fabrication method used for 
the core design, integral connections were innovatively employed for the core and interlayer 
connections. Because of the high accuracy in the connections, very strong interlayer connection and 
high composite action were achieved by this core system. 
A compression moulding method was again used for the FRP-timber core fabrication and the 
fabrication process was further simplified by keeping the whole piece of plywood flat while 
laminating. The finished FRP-timber board was cut into the designed core components using CNC 
machines, so overall highly accurate and efficient fabrication process was accomplished. 
Four specimens covering two shear connection mechanisms at the core to tensile timber interface 
have been fabricated and tested in this series. Bending tests on HTCWC specimens showed: (a) a 
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very consistent behaviour in all the specimens, resulting from the good quality control by the 
manufacturing method; (b) high interlayer efficiency achieved by the integral jointing method, so that 
concrete and bottom timber layers were predominantly under compression and tension, respectively 
until the load reached 90% of the ultimate load; (c) an excellent flexural behaviour, including 
approximately linear stage before serviceability state, and high deformation ability before ultimate 
stage; (d) significantly better performance than the previous HTCCC specimens, with 65% higher 
ultimate load; and (e) very high ultimate moment capacity (up to 86%) and stiffness at SLS (up to 
93%) compared with the idealised HTC panels with full composite action, 44.2% and 10.6-28.7% 
higher weight-specific load capacity compared with equivalent RC and HTC floors, respectively. 
6.2.3 Numerical model for the HTCWC system 
A simple numerical model for the HTC system, capable of considering the slip between concrete and 
timber layers was proposed in this thesis. In this model, a new element consisting of two sublayers 
and four connecting springs was developed. Concrete and tensile timber layers were modelled by the 
two sublayers and the interlayer slip was captured by the relative deformation between them, with the 
vertical and horizontal springs embedded in the model to simulate the interlayer behaviour. The 
stiffness matrix was proposed for this new element and nonlinearity was considered by applying sub-
load steps and explicitly updating the stiffness matrix according to the deformation after each load 
step. 
The model was firstly validated against the results of a model developed using a commercial FE 
software on four composite beams with different geometries and linear elastic material properties 
under four-point bending. Results showed that the FE model and proposed models had very similar 
load-displacement predictions for all the cases. A convergence study also showed that the proposed 
model only needed about 10% of element numbers compared to the FE model to obtain a stable result. 
This demonstrated the computational efficiency of the proposed model. 
The model was then applied to predict the load-displacement behaviour of the HTCWC specimens, 
with the nonlinear material shear properties implemented. Results showed that the proposed model 
can capture the initial stiffness, the load-displacement behaviour, and the load capacity of the tested 
panels accurately, with only less than 1% error in ultimate loading prediction. Overall, the load-
displacement curves of the proposed model agreed well with the test results though with a small 
overestimation at the stiffness softening region. 
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6.3 Future research and recommendations 
1. Only one-way spanning slabs were studied in this thesis, however both the HTCHC types have 
potential to be applied in two-way spanning slabs. Specifically, for the corrugated core specimens 
with core orientation perpendicular to the panel span, the core system can provide additional 
flexural capacity in the transverse direction through the continuous fibre in the core; and for the 
waffle core system, a two-way slab can easily be applied if the location of the notches in the core 
plates is carefully arranged such that enough shear stiffness is provided in both directions. For 
two-way spanning slabs, the tensile timber layer should be a cross laminated timber panel instead 
of glued laminated timber panel. 
2. As described in Chapter 4, the interlayer slip between concrete and core top face was relatively 
small compared to the shear deformation of the core, which indicated the efficiency of the deep 
tabs in shear transfer. However, the shear stiffness of these shear keys could not be quantified in 
this study. More experimental study should be carried out on this type of shear connection by 
pull-out tests. 
3. As the first study in the HTCHC system, this thesis only focused on the static response of the 
new system. More work can be done on the seismic, fatigue, dynamic, and long-term response 
of this type of system. 
4. The voids in the current HTCCC system provide the space for service pipes such as electric wire 
in residential building application. In the HTCWC system, more detailed strain analysis can be 
done on the transverse core plates, and holes can be manufactured in the low strain region in the 
core plates to provide the path for the service pipes. 
5. There is no efficient element available in commercial finite element programs for composite 
beams with partial composite action. Further study can be carried out on implementing the 
numerical model and stiffness matrix developed in this study to commercial finite element 
software. 
